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ABSTRACT 

It is Uo;;'.UA"UIII". V_"t>.""""- that those at the centres of power are also reSOOlnslltlle for social 

transformation. In South white men still dominate these centres. Some white men have re(:Og:m1,eo this 

and have taken on the task of ... ""tr"nt·on th eir and th eir 

more transformative ways of a white man in South Africa. These ways of ""'"",,,,,r remain 

tlegeltllomc masculinities and whitenesses continue to dominate South African 

transformation. In order to counter these ways of alternatives need to be 

emboldened. This can be achieved narratives of and 

_"'..,_,, __ and 

"H'~""'''''. as neither 

In so 

alternative ways of 

dominant discourse is ..... ''' .. ,.,,~; ...... and a more robust discursive space for 

is allowed to emerge. 

This dissertation draws on fourteen In-OelDtn interviews. Two one hour 

each of seven white middle-class men in Town. This data was 

Grounded was used to from the 

interviews were held with 

on two theoretical frames. 

"IJ'''V'''''''' enabled close 

attention to the ...... 'mn,I"''''Uv of the men's voices and nTPVP',. the ""IJ.vu ....... " .... of dominant 

constructions of whiteness and ... "." ........... y Nvivo facilitated this "' ...... VI ...... critical discourse 

was used to ",v"I ... ,c", the '_"~"J"" __ ' po:sitioning of and power nvn",m,,"", Ll"I-1" ... " ..... " in the discursive 

resources accessed these men. An of this process was the po:sitioning of discourse ~''''~'I,,''''b in 

the relative to "master" narratives and the active of counter nelgelnomc discourse. 

,,·t!,prrnr'TP intersections between race, class and were examined, 

The revealed the ... VJ' .. I-1 .... A ... y of these men's identities. It confirmed that is not about but 

rather about the active ",.Jr.;",." of It revealed a tension between In 

sanctioned ways of whiteness and ""'''''''''''1<'' and ways that and 

it showed that this tension varied both within and between individual narratives. The shed 

on the hierarchies between different versions of and whiteness. It revealed the 1>I!o;,llllll"'UH 

"others" in the emergence of these domestic ",r ... ",,, .. ,, '"'''l<.''';>ll-

these hierarchies and with 

"others" ... 1:; .... '0 ......... race and intersect and are co-constructed. The "",<'-' ""'.'" further 

revealed the tension between benefits and costs incurred by 

violence some of these men, most notably in school environments. These benefits and 

costs are located in the context of the material of South African 

revealed how some of these white men with these "n"",.,pnt contradictions and in so rearticulate 

their masculinities and whitenesses in ways which _ ... ~ ........ ~ the heje;eltllony 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Academic and interest in the of masculinities is worldwide. In March 2004 the United 

Nations Commission on the Status of Women released its first set of conclusions on The role and 

in ""n.WVlTI 2004). In South 

Africa these processes are echoed 

Commission on the Status of 

endeavours such as the Fatherhood headed the Human Sciences 

Research Council. It is accept(~CI that "demands that men take on the of 

themselves" 

this process and 

the inclusion of men in the towards 

for men to see the 

and it can 

they have is central to 

be achieved 

rUUR'U;= ... radical feminisms have been criticised for the demonisation and exclusion of men, more inclusive 

feminisms have These ""'~"'~m,pr'op the value of men's involvement in the 

A "third wave" of feminism has endeavoured to undertake this in the 

context of other axes of n""""ccii,," and , the rationale and race 

do not versions of each other but constitute each other African 

feminisms have out that African women's realities are a of values of which Africa 

consists" and that sound around needs to be "located in that "'.r"~.-"" IlVI:LJU.UUC-l'"lJldW'LJ 

p. of African women's nnnrf'ccin" is criss-crossed factors such as 

colonialisation and race. Gender is but one in the fight for 

Kolawole (2002) goes on to say "feminism" is viewed many African men as a "divisive COlrlCf~nt 92) 

by the West to undermine the racism. It is also viewed with by women, 

some to have been vnr",,.t,,,n to "ruin nice African homes" 

does this illustrate the very intersectional nature of p.93). Not 

the fact that needs to be addressed as other forms of 

In the same way that mainstream academic focus is from women as the 

race can no be seen as cited in 

"located and addressed in the political and economic 

2001, p. the of race has focused 

hooks (cited in 1997, 1) agues, very little has been done "to 

cited in '''''LJU'L!~",-",.u,aw 

and racial ODDn~ssion but also 

in Africa. 

, the of 

but rather needs to be 

but as bell 

all of 

White culture from a st2mdlpo,int of difference". More ~~,.a~,t'" "'" .. "n,c,,. for those en:gaj~ea in critical 

1 In this study the of race is recognised, not as the biological and social criteria set out by Apartheid, but rather as a social reality 
(Lerner, 1997; 1993; Era~mus with De Wet, 2003) defined, like class, by the social resources made available to one on the 
basis of certain criteria. In South Africa the criteria of skin colour, through Apartheid, has been "overdetennined" (Epstein, 1998, p. 52) to 
shape that reality, 

2 "Racism emerges not only as an ideology or at will but also as a system of material relationships 
with a set of ideas linked to and embedded in material relations" 1993, p. 70). Furthennore, it exists as "everyday 
racism" which is and contested in ordinary situations" (Essed, 2002. p. 203). As such this study "relates day-to-day experiences 
of racial [both by target and agent] to the macrostructural context of group inequalities" (ibid,) and understands it as a means 
to determine social reality through the everyday exercise of ideological power. 
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the same way in which men have become whiteness has become 2001; 

and the nr'rrt<.ru task of whites is to "deterritorialize the to expose, examine and 

... so that like other it may be under critical and Krizek cited in 

p.292). 

the active co-construction of race and that we cannot gaze on one without the 

other and to do so means to engage the ,,""'~"';o,'" 1997; 

This is located within a critical postl1noc:teI'n and stands at the intersection of work around 

masculinities and whiteness. This joins the broad scope of work which examines the social 

construction of the comrlle:lut!leS of masculinities and IItene:sses, the way in which interact and the 

that these interactions have for power, and the realisation of social this 

to broaden debates around a series of ",-rlP,nTh interviews with white men 

about a man and white in South of literature head on at 

the site of dominance" direct engagement. 

All the interviews share a common III a 

threatenimg exercise and the and shared with me, the researcher. I 

have been blessed the risk that these men to take with me and it is with this in mind that I engage 

this work. I am aware that I hold the power to represent these men and create as it were, in my own 

in 2000) and (200 I) point out, it is a great power and 

that I am able to rise to the '~"V"fo'V with both said 

that, there is 

frame and 

the trust that has been afforded me. I have to remain true to my critical 

conviction and I will have to say critical 

to do this with to the ,""V'iUIJ''''l\.H 

I know that all these men are in some way 

Africa. I trust that this work will contribute to 

of these stories. 

At the same time I 

in this 

as white men in South 

as it has mine. I these difficult 4U'''''''''Hl'' 

also trust that any critical commentary is in the manner in which it is U1\.,",""""'-', with the greatest 

respect and sincerest 

1.1. The Limitations of this Work 

This aims to look at a very and does not engage 

femininities or n ... ~"" ... ", other than to contextualise the white masculinities under It also does 

not engage class other than as a co-constructor of these this does not aim to 

about the nature of white masculinities in South Africa. The ra<'nn,,,rI,,,,,,,c make up a small number of 

white men from a very class "V''''''''-''''''''' As such this study is limited to this context. 

3 In this study positionality is literally taken to mean an individual's social positioning, within and relative to social groups. This positioning 
is penneated by power relations and related to identity. "Our identities are defined in relation to how others identify us and do so in 
tenns of groups which are associated with attributes, stereotypes and norms" (Young, 2000, p38). This does, not 
preclude the notion of agency to identity these positionings. 
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1.2. The Value of this Work 

Rather than around white uw"".~~. this is motivated the of the 

and localisation of both 

engage with the theoretical articulations of of 

these p",,,,,~,,,,,u •.• v,, The value of this lies in its of some of the as 

and rp.f,nrtpn by a group of white men in South Africa The value further lies in the 

of how the various threads of their identities weave tnc,pti1P" to form the 

lives. Iml)lIc:atl;~ns of this and 

""',,"C:'"'' of their 

individual 

articulations and "how each is inscribed in ways into a shared 

p.l 

this does not examine other it engages these as the "others" in relation to 

which whitenesses and masculinities are constructed and concerns itself with the power that np.nnp.".p. 

these of otherness. It also examines the framework and consequences of these 

constructions. 

1.3. The .... v'n .. "o .. Of This 

Literature in the area of men's studies in South Africa has failed to address the of men's 

2001; Shefer and 200 1). This is true for 

white masculinities which seem to have under the academic radar. A case in 

on Manhood and Masculinities held at WISER 2004) in which one out of twenty five papers, 

focused on white masculinities whilst a whole was nrf'"pntf".o on black .... r'.cP"tp·rI over three 

masculinities. a lot of the which was unnamed in terms of race, was about black 

masculinities. It may be that this apf1nnrnl is still 

but it may also be that the "n1nnlpy,rv of that OF'."onv and to it are not 

em~a12:eu. This is what this serves to do. 

More 

in the 

ho'wc'vcr some theorists have 

into 

the exercise of COltlC(~ptuaJllslng tends to result 

The result is that the masculine 

is not allowed to In fact. it can be that the rearticulation of nTr",',,,"'" masculinities 

further entrenches them. At the aforementioned on Manhood and Robert Morrell 

cautioned the many men's of what he calls the 

rn~,"1f10,,,pr and man/violence that to engage in the of men from this theoretical 

n''''Horn.. is to lock the into these dichotomous and to lose the .... v,'''p ..... ''.H)' 

and nuance that characterises and the 

this argument has been made about the same 

) argues that whiteness with racism "is 

of the way in which power them. 

to whiteness. After Giroux 

for those whites who seek 
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Giroux this in arguing that what is necessary is an "r .. ,rr.·,,..h 

that 

normative 

rather than either simply its dominant 

or it as a racist form of (p. He further argues that the result of 

whiteness to racism is that white have "few resources to and rearticulate whiteness" 

and as a result retreat into a ""'~n"r,,1 sense of angst over racial 

notes how Giroux makes the distinction between "whiteness as a racial 

that are open to and "U'UI-"'~U (p. The orp.olltlf'ln of whiteness in this way allows the 

space for whites to ~""''''''''~f.''''''''''O'~ their identities in (ibid.) and in so take on the 

of social transformation. The same holds true for identities. 

The purpose of this is to some of the talks about and in so 

contribute to discourse around more ways of both white and a man. But 

The Burden a group of young white men anti-racist and anti-sexist work in the make the 

that it would be very to believe that "most white heterosexual if the choice would 

trade the health of the and the world's for their own well I also agree, I1f'1'IAlP.'VP.r 

that in the current climate of world white men stand in a about "''''~''I;''''' 

in that system. It is about to dismantle this power and in so, 

It is about for transformation to the centres. Crucial to this of 

is the en~~agemlent of those who are virtue of historical in this case 

white men, in these processes: 

III .. Can be the and difficult of an inherited 

consciousness: a process often described as but in a at the roots of the 

mind - not off an or about it, but confronting hp,~p"n"T'" in the fibres 

of the self and the hard substance of effective and cited in 

p.88) 

Sideris goes on to argue that "the pressure to conform to the dominant standard is not founded on an 

'1-'"",,""""" desire for 

self. The pressure to 

but rather 

legemomlc is 

out in the conflict of 

when there is no social 

and a coherent sense of 

for alternative 1-''''''-''''''''''' 

of the hegem()n voice to those who and 

2001, p. is central in the process of these alternati ve discursive spaces. 

It is these alternative spaces that this serves to and in so contribute to the 

of white men in processes of social transformation. 
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2.1. Masculinities 

2.1.1. Gender is ~ __ '~"'.' Constructed 

CHAPTER 2 

Literature Review 

"Gender is a way in which social n .. <>,,..I,,,» is ordered" 

or we are of 

5 

p. 71) and when we of 

Connell goes on to 

say that it is not but how it This process of is 

what he refers to as a in which an individual engages within a cultural 

and Within that context "of race and other factors" 

2001, becomes a that can The 

constructed nature of is the ... +",,,,-,,uv foundation of this 

Central to the notion of h"'.lJP1.1Pr is that it is definition relational 

was a terninist, Simone de who first introduced the vU'Klv,Jf." that 

"women constituted as 'other' to men" that women did not exist 

in relation to men. More recent 

in contrast with 

reference to the 

not V""V,o'V 

a 

and a 

2.1.2. 'U ..... II .. : Masculinities 

IS a 

,,"",Iv<:!<: have does not exist 

p. It is therefore to articulate the masculine without 

of tension around which the conc!!ptuaills,lticm of as 

tension in the of this work. 

of social resources, we are forced to reconsider the term that 

and refer rather to masculinities" p. so as to "nr'r ... ~.,,;, .. the of men's 

As Holland et al it, there are various ways in which "men do 

It 

do that is determined by the cultural resources available to them 

of masculine in this 

way is crucial in the realisation of more ways of which lies as the central purpose of the 

these ways of socio-cultural contexts. 

The process of ~",n"tnJ('tl has been described as the """rr'''""n of choice which takes 

in the context of the "other", most those of class race" et ai, 2001, 

p. one of different races, classes and cultures different 

masculinities "Since cultural nnIP!1,,.. .. " are racialised and as well as "'<"""~'" racialised 

masculinities are both culturally and n .. ,,,h.,..., do not 

different contexts for each other to emerge co-construct each other 

1997). This COlnCt:ptuallS2ltlCIfl is central in this work as it is the co-constructed nature of and 

w"mo"""", and the realisation of of these which is the critical focus of the 
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2.1.3. Hf:gem(llniles and Subordination 

The that can be is that the 

to all men. Connell detines the 

dividend" 

dividend" as the accumulate 

1995, p. does not payout 

relative to women. This dividend is the result of nel~en[Jorly UPITInnV is the "cultural which a 

group claims and sustains a p. 77). Gender is one dimension of that 

and it intersects with axes, like race and class. uP' ..... n"" is a central concept in this 

in that it captures the power of certain versions of H.<''' .... 'U.ll over others. In the exercise of 

towards more versions and the obstacles to them, this is an rrm,nrT""' tension. 

HnUJPVPT the rn,,(,pnt has come under the UP'"'',''''''' to Connell 

which embodies the 

o<w!.nr,opc (or is taken for 

77). Even if a man is 

a man, reaps the 

to 

himself not 

rewards of 

The 

".,,,_u,,,u'y can be defined as the 

of n<>tT'<>Trh,v 

the dominant 

involved in the 

of men and the subordination of women" 

of women 

domination. This argument has however been criticised for 

of race and class becomes crucial to the of 

South Africa and the notion of a masculine ne!~enlorly needs to be further dissected 

relations in 

Different versions of become dominant in different contexts. To assume that the Euro-American 

version of of such a concept itself is the 

is in itself an act of cultural For the same reason then that we 

of masculinities we should of on Manhood and Ml'!SCUll.mtles 

"''"'1'''''''''-'''-'' 2004). An the nature of these and the 

that have with each other and other less dominant versions of is that of subordination 

1995). This is an of this work in that white is not 

conceived as the .. _,.,_ ... _. in South but as one of many. This allows for the 

cOlncf:ptluallsaltlOu of more than one dominant way of a man and white and in different contexts, further 

to a more nuanced white masculine identities. This is crucial in all the 

ways in which all these versions of serve to entrench male 

6 

What translate into, are cultural ideals of and within the framework of male dominance 

over women, there is a of forms of H'U""_'."""), and a process of domination and 

subordination between them This process has become more _v''' .. ".,,~ 

where localised may be subordinated by more globally dominant U"5_',HV 

on Manhood and In the much skewed power 

from 1"",-,ua",,,,Ul\JU, these versions of become new cultural ideals. This 

relies on one of the central characteristics of ""'!,>"",HU"",,, are to be established if 

are linked with some form of institutional power It is for this reason that this locates 
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the PYlnPf'Pf'f"P of a white man in South very in the of current socio-

economic 

South Africa's colonial and meant that institutional power and resources were for a long 

time in the hands of one group of men, white men. since the new this 

has been rendered more For 

to the South African T'\ ___ .~_ white men still dominate top 

at 67%, while and Coloured men hold 18% and women 9% and 

black 6%) make up the rest. Furthermore unskilled labour is dominated African men, who make up 62% of 

the total unskilled labour and African women who make up 22%. White men and women make up 1 % 

each African of The exercise of colonialism was one that relied on a 

version of "'"." ... , .... ," y to achieve its aims. One that was dominant and one that was white. 

2.2. Whitenesses 

The colonial endeavour was based on the of the colonisers which was marked their 

paler skin colour and their "civilized" customs. 

marked darker skin colour and less "civilized" customs 

the 

2001). 

of the \..vJ.v .. ,,, .... ,J, 

the existence and 

of whiteness in Africa relied on the of dark skinned Africans. Whiteness 

progress and moral 

With God and science on its 

which Africa was seen as 

whiteness could moral 

and in need of 

but 

do is 

to a continent as further down the ladder. Whiteness relied on the 

and subhuman 1''''''''.''''' of the African in order to stake its claim to Africa. This 

whiteness from within this historical frame of colonial 

in that it locates whiteness within a historical power 

ntPrrn,o~ltPthispowerandinso work towards it. 

I) South Africa was the 

4 This is an 

What this 

theoretical 

serves to 

Hobson in 2001) see South Africa as the "fullest "'A~n""""'L'" 

race. Arendt and 

logic" (p. 23) where a 

(200 1) adds that South narrative of white took a strong hold. But 

African whiteness has two 'UO'C"'bU'~"H'b characteristics. it is exists in an environment where whites are 

vastly outnumbered the As a result whiteness in South Africa has in 

some way "been constellated around discourses of resistance a constant threat" and South 

Africa's is located within the colonial "master narrative" of it a 

version thereof p. 

she argues, it has been 

- the Afrikaners and the The 

shared two groups of 

",,,,,uU''''''''1-' between the two is 

conquest over the Afrikaner. As a result "the texture of Afrikaner whiteness 

2001, 

of British 

was coarsened by 

4 Requirements of length do not allow for in-depth historical contextualisation. Although it is not explicitly described, there is an assumption of this context. 
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discourses of ncllgl1latlon and rebellion toward the more confident whiteness of assumed by the 

The narrative of whiteness in South Africa then is not a homcl~eno one, but rather 

in this schism. The ac.mclw!edQelnent of this schism 

within South African whiteness is a crucial theoretical of the 

(lP.'Ulf'"'' as it is this of racial 

white to emerge. 

to engage in the 

which allows for the of alternative ways 

) notes what both groups have in common is that 

defined themselves "in dissociation with the 'non-white' racial and in terms of their own 

over them. 

2.2.1. 

) argues that the need for the SU!JerlOl'ltv of whiteness to be accorded in relation to the of 

the black "other" alludes to the inherent The of the n",,,,,wh, 

The nature of such is that it must constitute itself as 

version of the "master narrative", the framework from within which all other versions of 

This was achieved in the naturalization of the colonial order 

it from the social and and it in the characteristics of the groups. The 

effect that this had, was to mark the dominated as deviant from a norm which was located 

in the dominant P"'>lWJ.I<Ul When the dominated are thus marked "the ""'''U'A''U nne,t,,," is UIIHlilLrIIJ:U, 

and 

any .,,,,",n,'"'' to itself' In itself 

unchecked and dominance ensured, The Dn~calIlcms nature of dominant 

invisible for it to remain as such. 

power is allowed to 

that it remains 

Whiteness never been invisible in South in that it was this whiteness which was 

invoked to claim SUIlenlon The power of whiteness in South Africa has been that it has 

remained normative, White 

and thus "as the 

which everyone else is measured" 

have been able to the way in which race has their lives 

as the standard group whites have tended to take their 

of the postcolonial whiteness is U'-\_V"Llll'~ more nrf,hl,p""",h 

"reverse discrimination", as evident in the work of Charles '-''''"''''>;'''''' 

more and "a more nuanced 

Giroux ( 

have been few Mt,'rnnte to 

whiteness is 

a theoretical 

This is a valuable 

of counter narratives pn,p,.,..,." out 

and Narratives of "white 

and Giroux ( 

2001, p, 

of critical , "there 

to view themselves as "both White 

in that it does not and anti-racist at the same time" 

whiteness with racism with full consciousness of the insidious nature of racism and white 

endeavours to allow anti-racist to emerge. An Imnolrt<llnt of this is 
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the examination of less centered varieties of Wlliltene:ss 

1""'nI"T'II"Tl~1" of whites who seek alternative 

like white women and 

to those by the master narrative 

the 

2001). 

2.2.2. Narratives of Whiteness in South Africa 

) identifies five narratives of whiteness white South Africans. All these narratives are 

underwritten the version of the master narrative of whiteness but define relative I.""' .... J"" 

to it. Still colonial all these years is a narrative which assumes an power 

between blacks and whites blacks inferior. This shouldn't to a white construct'> whites 

as victims in a situation which is a reversal of the ways that is whites and blacks 

inferior. The narrators of Don't think white it's ac~~nOIWIIE:a~!e the 

between black and and are even ;',"e'"'''''''' ways to remain white in the 

new South Africa" Then there are those who did not "internalise the enculturation ofracialised 

South African Theirs is a tale of evasion and in A whiter shade there 

are those "who are away from their whiteness" in different ways - of Under 

skies or White but not The of these narratives is that the notion of a 

nOiffioigelllOlIS whiteness and illustrate Erasmus' that race can be "inhabited" in different ways. 

are useful to this work in that a critical of into the of alternative ways of 

white in South Africa. 

2.3. Intersections: Whiteness and lYllilSCUIIDU.y 

In their forms both whiteness and the masculine hold the "centre" as similar 

to retain that dominant In "the very same mechanisms that were used to elevate 

WU""'"""''', were utilised to elevate maleness as a natural category in nnnnoiti women" 200 I, p. 20). 

The domination of women was an mechanism for racial dominance cited in 

2001; Ware, The of "vulnerable" and white women often 

served relations between men, black men constructed as deviant and 

2001). the construction ofthe black "other" as a 

relied on the construction of white women as vulnerable. White women's ,,"".ua'H not for 

their own but also to ensure the continuation of the race. Lerner ( illustrates how this 

same for the of white women's 

the blatant and often violent 

and domination over black men 

conceived the colonial master narrative is 

2001, p. 15 in South Africa it can be 

and entrench class 

of black women the colonizers marked their 

Whiteness as 

cited in 

as conceived this colonial 

narrative white and that whiteness remains a nn',""PI"n narrative in the of the 

The and the have for power 

within a n","('('''',n' context, is clear. It is these intersections and constellations of power that this 
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serves to it is because of the power historical to this 

intersection and this version of that the focus of this is on white men. This work 

endeavours to "look head on at the site of dominance" 

narratives of and this dominance is 

and examine 

or rearticulated. 

race remains a very 

argue that it is necessary to 

axis in the construction of gelldered Ratele ( and 

the notions of a ~U"5U"~ black or white .ue''' ... 'U1U as neither 

are nomc)genous. South Africa is a the of 

available to black and white men '~'J~"'U', 

masculinities. What this alludes to is that u .... ~~."' .. 

but it has not resulted in two 

of master narratives of both 

whiteness and '''"''',,"'uu, 

both more dominant and 

we must not .,,, .... ,,,,,,,. that which is a very diverse group, a group that contains 

versions of itself. A .... ~ ..... ,''' .... is the n,.",,,,,·,,,~, mentioned divide which 

still exists between white Afrikaans- and South Africans 

because of their wn,u .. n .. "" are share a dominant 

themselves. the class and urban/rural further serve to .. ""'UIJ',, .... 

''''',5UI'''' white and black masculinities. 

between 

the notion of 

It is this process of OQ'f· ... ''''tum which lies at the heart of this 

aOlore:ci,ltIc)ll of these masculinities. The result of dlsag:gre,galtu 

aim to contribute to a more """UI""''' 
U"'U''"'~J\_'" constructions such as whiteness and 

is that in the case where alternative versions of "self' into whitenesses and 

can and do """lHl{"'. on the investment a individual has in 

up a certain 

historical processes 

the nature of each a function of 

marked the new UI~l1el[lS<l in South 

of the colonial narrative as 

with which it was 

associated. Not 

alternative 

the 

was the colonial version of no viable but in the wake of its 

were made more viable. In the context of the that South Africa has 

nr,,,p,r'" that white men are in at the moment are 

More than ever there are "no clear models" et aI, 2001, p. 1) for white men to 

the reconstruction of the system came the "chance for the of masculinities" \ ..... ""', ... , 

50). "Different masculinities become common or even in different historical m 

with 

p. 

different and in different 1-'",,",," .. 1 situations" This has never been more true than for white 

men in the new South Africa. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3.1. CClnc:eptmd Framework 

defines the concl~ptual framework as "the of selected 

from several "'''_CU''''', or from the researcher's own (p. 4). Furthermore 

"A framework is seen as an 'UII-'''''LU'' for the formulation of The the researcher 

chooses to drive the are informed the framework. 

The rnpt hr,rl () tools are a1l mechanisms to engage the '''''''VI .. "" 

masculinities. To this end the "",n",·nt. the 

in the literature review. It is further informed a 

constructionism. 

3.2. Narrative and ...... ' .. ..,.:! 

the of these 

the theoretical 

in social 

It is stories .... that children learn what the cast of characters may be in the drama into 

which have been born and what the ways of the world are cited in p. 

Social constructionism is based on one is rooted in 

1996; Wetherell and 

The idea that which draws on cultural resources derives from the idea that 

those resources are based in and that the one. The resources in 

exist in the form of discourse or 

p. which are of 

in the process of racialisation and _ .. ,,_,,~~, 

and are 

to which we 

flU;'''"'' .. '' can be theorised as roles within a 

"cultural of stories" p. That our .h,,·rtllvltlPC are informed what can be 

termed "narrative". 

Theodore Sarbin proposes that narrative is the 

and make moral choices 

for human 

to narrative structures" 

that "human 

Riessman 

(l way individuals make sense of eXIDerlerlce is it in narrative form" (p. 4). 

In other words it's of our life stories that are constructed 

200 I; 1986 a and b, 

these life stories that "culture p. 5) because in 

narratives we draw off cultural n'"T"I"ivf''' and in turn rearticulate or the roles we 

It is 

our own 

therein. The 
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purpose of this thesis is to the stories of the interviews and examine these 

stories with a critical discursive framework in order to 

and , the cultural narratives of 

how these stories are 

and whiteness. 

to", and in turn 

Connell ( 

identifies how these stories are central in to a localised and of 

"the and constraints that ~r,v"'~'" formations of 

and Mac an p. 

One of the characteristics of narratives is that are constructed to be as coherent as in terms 

of the cultural values and Hobbs cited in 

nn.C1T1In." coherent and Narratives need to fit into a cultural 

of individual events, the overall 

1986 a and b). This renders the 

frame of reference to carry social story is constructed with canonical 

that is stories which have social 1990). Canons are, in a sense, like "master 

narratives" which "define and duties and mf"n."'"r"tp the values of dominant social and 

and "conceal patterns of domination and submission" cited in 1995,p.l Personal 

narratives are constructed relative to these master narratives and locate these in relation to 

broader social processes 200 I). In this sense narratives are not so much "literal stories" but rather each 

is a means which: 

Kesp()nclents ",roo,o",,' their make sense of recent events, the motives of others as 

create coherent racial engage in 

management, and use the cultural resources available to them to fashion identities under ~"'U'5"'5 

circumstances 2001, 

Furthermore "an interview is not, in any sense, the of a life so much as it is an story 

toward my and each woman's eVI~r-(~naillgmg sense of self and of how the world 

works" p. 41). It is the role of discourse to re-contextualise these In(;OrnDl 

stories within a and historical and deconstruct ImDlI,callOIIS for power in the way 

in which these ."<.au,,,,),, acts 

This works with the stories of a man and white in South Africa. In so it to 

examine the ways in which these identities are rendered coherent the location of nPr'"ro"" 

relative to the broader "''',.'''''-'''''''"".''' frames of master narratives and the extent to which these are or 

it seeks to examine the way in which the roles of the self and "other" are conceived 

... ""v,,,,,,,,,, this has for coherence of self. because this is my and reJ:'re~;eant and the 

of these 2001, the nr",'t1"p of IS woven into 

the memO,QOlogy 

5 .. 
My addition 

6 .. 
My addition 
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3.3. Profile of 

"Ljlll"'''U in this are among those white South African men who are to take the The men who 

risk of alternative ways of with to whiteness and are, for this reason, 

rare. Seven white men living in the Town area were interviewed. were drawn from two 

sources, my extended social circle and a men's group which will remain unnamed. 7 

Three of the men were from my extended social group. The initial motivation for this was borne out of my 

"v,n""".,,,p of this group. I know many white men my age, including a brother and a whom I do 

not believe fit the mould of "",nt·p,oon,." (Johnson, p.ll) and who seem to be "''',.,''-1';''''' in a 

sometimes conflicted process with llU'''UlUll in South Africa as white and men. 

discussions around affirmative action in to a very real sense of and threat. 

there is much evidence of the "New Man" that and Wetherell ( talk about in my social 

in the same breath these men do and say consider 

the issues are far more cOlmnlex than ~~""u,"'" contradiction that UKJ~';:"""U that the 

construction of white masculine identities is at both difficult and \,U.Uj.J,l"h. At the same time I, as a white 

South am v"I~UI',vU in my own a that I know to be a "",n-o"lov one. 

,,,,,,,,,,,,"0 awareness of issues of power and """,.<.oo',,,n and how they in sometimes insidious ways, 

made me more and more aware of the amount of work that is 

social to and render a coherent sense of self in times. 

within my own 

my friends I saw the 

to contribute to my process. These men, who reflected elements of formed the first choice 

a<; n'"rt1f'ln"nlt~ 

This study is also motivated. For this reason the other four men were a contact 

at a men's their work with this 

related to their oo.,rlgrorl and racialised selves. In 

alternative and more trans formative ways of 

e<lJll.;)';>U"" of this nature, in which the members are 

Studies Dissertation IU''-'''',.'''''-, of 

these men have started with issues 

of the fact that this research is motivated 

that an 

Town, 

The process of "'"'_1"''''5 on criteria for had to remain flexible so as to ensure that I did not fix 

,.h,·...,'''nt< into my own idea of what is 

characteristics was drawn up, and 

characteristics of the group, as listed 

characteristics and conversations with the men 

of how the men 

are aplDro:xnnat:eJ between ",,'""''1_:''''''' and 

masculine and South African. To that end a list of 

of conversations with The shared 

of that initial list of driven 

as to what the criteria should be. It is based in terms 

as white men. 0C:LUIIUI1 all men 

years of age. There was a lot of debate around the age of 

7 Although I am not bound to confidentiality in tenns of nanling the organisation I would prefer nol to. The rationale for Ihis decision is 
that I would prefer the reader to engage these men as individuals, rather than as members of an organisation that the reader mayor may not 
have a preconceived opinion about. 
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the men who should of the men from the men's group who were older than thi s and it 

was that the age criteria fall away but after much it was retained. All these men have a very 

different social environment in which to their masculine identities to their and thus are the first 

since the new U'''I'''''''',,"UU'", to have "no clear models" their 

are also the first "'PfIPn,tir,n of men who have the to "remake" their 

p~""""" and social which occurred in South Africa 

rpn,rp~.I"nr my extended social group, observation of whom the research 

are South African. This criterion was also put under did not grow 

up in South 

South 

but in Zimbabwe. he has a valid book and has the last ten years in 

he does not as South African. I, however believed him to and he is a member of my 

social group and one of the for this and so was included. Another did also not 

grow up in South Africa but rather spent a few years of his childhood years which he identities as 

the most formative of his life. He may not have fitted my definition of South ""111""". but he identities as such 

and so was included. 

heterosex ual. 

one of the 

3.4. Method· Procedures 

3.4.1. The Pilot 

LI""l-'aIU" identifies as while the others all as 

In addition to the theoretical '"'U"''''UC;:''UJ'U''''', the was another rnn,nrt"nt factor the 

The consisted of an interview with a white man. This interview was done as an "~'"iS''''''''''' for a 

Masters level ~1l-'V<;lJlI course at the of Town in March 2004. The richness and 

interview illustrated the power of this tool in 

narratives and these the and often conflictual nature of OPf.riPrpri 

and racialised 

The illustrated the power of the COlnCt!Dtual framework that the researcher 

to the research and how this influences the results. ,""""""", .. the aim of the interview was to 

alternative ways of being white and a man, the interview U"':>lRJII" were too focused and did not allow 

for these counter constructions to emerge. 

the was with a limited range of 

in the text. As a result the ""vun,'!,",,'" of the text was 

dictated 

conclusions 

reached too and Bhavnani's in 

UU'J""'U. The most serious consequence of this was that the intention of the 

research was undermined and alternative ways of were not The of the interview 
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schedule me my interview interview and tools in such a way that 

allowed much more space for the voices of 'vo,~u'UU"'UI'" to emerge. 

3.4.2. 

The pilot interview illustrated how very "n,,,,,>,.,-, 

reflexive on these \.,u,,,,,uv'''UIV''''', I as 

"P,"~"".,I and theoretical considerations are and how not 

may undermine the rationale for the research. The need for 

is rrm,,,rt.,,,t in of my own as a white woman. Ware illustrates 

and not. This white women both sides of a both 

of the "other", within a 

and the self 

Central in the self-reflexive process is the vs,,,,,,.vu of the interview as a and 

located event 1996; 1986 a and which is enacted a 

power balance between and interviewer. In the interview this power is manifest in the historical 

of interviewer vis-a-vis the race, class in the historical context of 

the interview as social where the interviewer holds the official in the 

interview where power may tip in either the interviewer's or 2001). 

us with a very useful the I1.V,/Jn,'uu J) which alerts 

us to all the cOlmp,onenlts of the interview situation. This model was 

interviews. 

considered when the 

This is irronn'rt<I,nt not for in the but alludes to a ethical issue. 

rer)re~;entatlon of the is up to the researcher For 

this reason the power of the research process need to be addressed. Bhavnani 

argues that this should be achieved a based on three and 

u,a,,, .... ,,,), involves vu'" ..... 'vu of dominant rer)re:sel1ltatlOrIS of responCllents; 

considers how difference is dealt with in 

the research process. consideration in the aims of the 

non-dominant rp,,"rp<:pnt<>rl 

..... ~~p"'s a rese11l'l;n 

constructed nature of 

was central in my self-reflexive as a researcher. The 

and race alludes to an often overlooked aspect of the 

interviewer's which is as as the et 

vUl,Up' .... "'u a summary of my PY'np,',p,,,'p, after each interview. In 

which evoked an emotional response or that struck a chord with me. The 

immediate but served as a tool for reflection throu:gh()ut 

as of the research paper. The reflections are woven into the to 

decisions. 

process, the 

this I 

of the content 

was not limited to the 

as well 

some 
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3.4.3. ballDllng Access 

A call for was emailed to all my both men and women, in Town 

who were asked to forward the message on to anyone thought be interested in Another 

call for was emailed to a contact at the men's group who the letter on the 

men's group mail serve. Interested 

men's group 

contacted me and interview 

.. _.,.._ .. _. Based on the 

Ten men from the 

characteristics of the and were enthusiastic to 

four were selected to Four men from my extended social group showed an active 

interest in participation. Of the four only three committed themselves to in the interviews. 

3.4.4. The Interviews 

Two "'-UvIUU' interviews of about an hour were held with each the total number of 

interviews to fourteen. The outcome of the pilot interview In-oelom interviews would be a useful 

data collection method. This decision was, 1'1",,,,,.,,,,,,,. also U";U111;;",~all)l motivated. to 

Sarbin ( interviews serve as "an instrument for and thus them 

useful tools for _ .. _ ..... ,., ""T'"",,,' narratives. This direction is followed in the work of Connell and Frosh 

et al 

masculine It is these 

interviews as their me~tnIOW)1 

stories that this 

An interview agreement was both myself and the 

interviews. All interviews were recorded and then transcribed for 

pel:sonal narrati ves around 

fl.""", IIIU.A 4). I conducted the 

.,nr,n"rntl'" and limited "u,."!\~",",ua,,,y as per the interview a.l'.""'"''''''''''' To this end all 

were assured of 

and most 

names were "lJ'~U~;"U in the 

Both interviews were structured around an interview schedule The interviews were conducted 

so as to be centered and in addition to for informed 

issues. H", ... h,,,,,.11 ... ,,,·o as the interviews nr()"'r·"'''';''' .... considered themes that I saw as and added 

these to areas to for. to in which could record U'U'U.I'.'lIL", 

ideas and emotions around the issues that were discussed in the first interview. None of the nmT1rIn",nT" were 

able to write but most had and were able to reflect on, their in the second 

interview. 

The first interview focused on the life stories and was structured around the 

of their lives. Kesoc)n(lents were asked to their lives a line and indicate that 

considered This served to in their 

narratives and and whiteness were located in the narrated 

eXI)erlence. The second interview created a space for more critical reflection on issues related to masculinities 

and whiteness. of the that the second interview wa,> more than the first. 

Before the second tnt"'T'''''''", I listened to the first interview and created extensive notes. 
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were asked to feedback on their 

the interviews as and 

unsure of what to say and did not know if were 

to communicate with me after the interviews and 

contribute more to the research process if 

comment. 

3.4.5. The Interview Vlllesl:iOlIS 

so wished. 

17 

of the interviews. All 

that sometimes felt a bit 

were also 

the of the report, so that could 

were also sent a copy of the for 

An interview schedule was to elicit the pvnp,.,p,,,"p of white and a man in South 

Africa 

of 

in 

All \.IU<OO'liVI to be 

white in South Africa. 

and to assume as little as 

that the interview reflected the research and that the 

about the nature 

was a useful tool 

were not as 

had been the case in the pilot interview. 

The interview were informed the pilot interview and were to be more open and 

to allow rpcn ... "ip voices to emerge. This enabled alternative constructions to emerge. 

Probes around various were these make and enforce a 

nature of masculine based on the review of the been 

identified as important sites for the consideration of masculinities. these areas were 

if mentioned in the context of the on the schedule. The include: 

et <lV,,,,,,'" and Mac an 

Frosh et 200 I), school 

2001; .... ~"""'{'" and Mac an and work 

1997). 

I also These areas included rel,aWJm.llUJS with domestic workers areas I felt were 

with ~.~ .... ,.,~, and reliUIlITlSI:U ~I-"'-""'J sisters. 

3.5. 

is the first level of in that it is 

and should be conducted the 

I transcribed three of the 

was hired to transcribe the other four n'UT,,'," 

checked the t .. "no{·rlr,hrm nlrn""""'{1 

extensive memos were taken 

I took notes whilst the texts. 

driven 

this is not 

2001; 

interviews. Due to time a 

The transcriber used my texts as a nTr,t,,{,£) 

the transcriber. Where I conducted the 

Where interviews were 

for 
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3.6. 

and Atkinson (1996) argue that is the first stage of in that it "reflects our ideas" 

(p.26). Codes are the link between the raw data and the researcher's theoretical concepts. codes is a 

way of the data to be of in different (ibid, Codes are then not 

labels but heuristic devices. this in codes can be used to and transform data and 

open up new 

The reason for this close attention to this process, is that the consequences of a lack thereof can 

ipn,"""rli"p the purpose of the illustrated in the which seemed to 

sexist and racist. The ease with which 

these codes were UP."PT<Hf'·/l first 

and that the researcher must "caution 

informants" 

rather the 

these codes were not so much a 

mp,osltJo.n of my interests and very nn'UlP.1'~1l1 conc/~ptual framework. The 

On closer 

a 

that Miles and Huberman (I warn about: 

you understand it, and then the name onto data that fits it 

~",b-I,,"'b in three ~v"tplm".tir rounds of was addressed 

of 

of the text but 

process was 

into .. _ ....... ,.., 

(p. 70). This 

The first round was a matter of the text in relation to the interview This 

allowed me to get a broad view of "what came up where" and to get a sense of themes. The second 

round involved for those driven that I had for. This gave me further 

themes and how interacted with the pre-

determined codes. These first two rounds of were facilitated the use of the -,_._ .... __ . 

software Nvivo. The use ofNvivo not only allowed for better management of the texts but more 

and allowed for the the focus onto 

the text. The third round involved a more advocated Glasser 

and Strauss in Miles and in which invivo or bottom up codes are induced from the data. 

codes were used as what and Atkinson call "tools to think with" and were 

cn,m~(eo and These pO',,.r,m n codes were noted the first two rounds and then coded 

onto the reports OP"PT"tp·(j Nvivo and cross-referenced with the interview texts. 

Codes are listed in 7. 

3.7. Tools 

Two were "''';'>''E,'''U with in order to undertake this 
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a and mt.>rnn>t"", <1VIJIC'C,I<1lC what was there. This was a nnrn",,,h was taken to 

of the aim of the to alternative narratives and 

dominant discourse. 

critical discursive were then conducted to more p""I(',rp this which was " __ .~I1'_." 

for ''''''''v''~ for power. The texts were examined for different elements 

processes, as by various theorists. These processes occurred 

or lesser extent in different sections of the 

Wetherell and Potter's ( (" .... '('p'nt of TP",prt"ir.p~" was an 

various 

and to a 

19 

can be conc(!ptual:lse:d resources" or 

analytical tool. 

which make 

narratives. Particular TPr,pr!,,,,p use of in (''''n~t,n,,..·tin 

most (,("Tim,,, n centered around a 

are constituted out of a "restricted range of terms" 

are as uses them of 

discursive elements" which circulate in narratives. 

Wetherell and Potter alert us to the function that serves and how the mobilisation 

of a contributes to that function. Their rationale is that when a 

is there are consequences, which mayor may not be understood 

the These functions are exercised a continuum: from functions" to 

more '~~'~",J"'~~' effects". It is these ""\.'V"'I',"~'.u effects that this focuses on and to more inform this 

element of the refers to the work of 

to 

characterised by "different 

loeolclgy refers to "a 

and traditions of (oAIJlalUlU 

values and mten>retatloflS and is 

He goes on to say that "it social events" 

is LJV,'~"J '" to attlem,Ptlng to situate discourse within its wider context" and that "an 

indi vid ual' s should therefore be in terms of broader social and historical n"tt.>r,n~ 

the same I locate the mobilisation of within these broader 

Inherent in the cOllceptlla of loe:OiC)QY are for power. What ~Ui~UE,~U'~ of IOeOlCIQV in this 

way is examine the way in which power as manifest in these broader social and historical 

of these stories. processes, are either 1J(O'.ua."" or 

In whether these narratives or ~ ... ~ ...... ,.,~ dominant loe:OIc)gleS, another useful tool was 

Bauman in makes the distinction between dominant and demotic discourse. 

Dominant discourse is that which intact dominant power and demotic is that which 

these and creates "n .... ",. ... for are used in the same way that 

used the N",,"pnt~ of "dominant and counter he:gernOlnIC discourses" 

A central cOlnc(~pt in this process is that of master narratives 1990). These are dominant ... "ttpr"c of 

discourse to which individual narratives stand relative. An err"", '''' was to examine where 
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and how discourse around masculinity and whiteness master 

discursive spaces for the articulation of white and where and how 

alternati ve 

rearticulated it. Another 

was to examine where and how these intersect and how serve to co- or de-construct each other. 
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CHAPTER 4 

of Interviews 

The is divided into five Part One focuses on the emergence of masculine identities. Part Two 

engages race. Part Three to the tension between the costs and benefits of these masculinities and 

whitenesses. Part further """If""''-''' this tension engagement with Part Five 

the hej~enlorlY and the emergence of more transformative ways of 

Part! 

Masculinities 

The that can be made about the men who pa:rtJ(:IP,ated in this is that 

the --r< ,,,,,arc,,,,, that Wetherell ( p. talks about. located as white 

frames. The 

structures, but to locate 

and as men in a and therefore sha:re certain 

aim of this is to document and examine these broader "PI,,,p_IYl,,ln 

Ii fe stories. these in the of these 

These na:rratives a:re not 

discursive work. As such 

1-' ... -n.<'6~" but with conflict and rendered coherent with much 

oscillate between and often conflictual , at once 

and into dominant discourse. It is these tensions that this endeavours to '"'UIf"U""" 

4.1. Gender 

Adam's na:rrative Connell's that is an active He identifies as 

gay and is very awa:re of the "work" that 

Claire: So how has not 

Adam: There is a constant 

a man entails: 

on how you a:re 

as different and at times it's a great thing, it's a 

and I celebrate it and I think that the to be different allows me the to 

obJlec:td-~'- and from that to it allows me the to look back in and 

l-'~uU'~'Y reflect off. But it's work rather than if that makes sense'? I'm at the moment, not 

convinced that most men have that. I think most men have some level of 

a man work rather than Ith ... · ... ,,,h I've witnessed a lot of men also who seem to 

be "''''JUI!;,'' rather than work at ~"'V~, ...... And of course the exhaustion that comes with all of 

those Int. 2, 26/81 

8 Parts of the excerpts that are in bold are significant 10 the analysis. 
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he constructs his able to (""'PI'I;,~" as a it is "at times" "a great thing". r"!(,rPn,,,or 

it is "work", "'''''''''A~U which stands "v1r~"nN,rl to by "but". It is also rather than 

which is the other an option open to other men but not and an option which almost seems to 

discredit the masculinity he has to work so hard at. He does that most men "have some level of 

a man work" but also that a lot of men do seem to be able to just be. It is here that the first tension 

exists in the very, and doing: 

Sjoe! I've been a much. Int. 1, 16/912004 ) 

I didn't ever think about it, I guess I was a Int.l, 51812004 ) 

If is an active the of that as rather than serves to obscure the 

nature of that . The use of the verb "to be" in the above extracts serves to naturalise and in so 

normalise the . This is a characteristic of hpc,p""",,,P" and a function of 2001). 

It is almost as if "real" should not have to be work. David goes so far as to invalidate his own 

-''I'm not 100% if I am a man"- because he associates it with acti vities: 

David: So but the car those are not to 

be for me it's not to be, what should make you a man or not a man. But that's what I 

associated it with. So that's I say to you I'm not 100% if I am a man now. 

Claire: It's that you say it's not what it's to what for you then is 

it to be? 

David: It's for me it's to be in the sense of not is 

real. For me it's Ul-'ifJU:'<OU to it's almost a silent non-visible aura, it's there's a man same as 

see with that's a woman. 

For David real is about not 

masculinities because it has been work and not 

Even this tension exists between 

Both he and Adam serve to undermine their own 

"a non-visible" aura which other men seem to have. 

social constructionism the notion of an 

invisible aura of or H .... '~ .. '" can itself be deconstructed as doing in such a way 

so as to naturalise and normalise In fact all of is 

4.2. Women as Other 

The masculine is 

does not exist 

constituted in relation to the feminine and as Connell ( 

in contrast with It is therefore not 

points out 

that doing 

is When asked 

about 

in the context of 

aware of a many 

There are times where this 

1-'''' ..... ..,111'' talked about that they did. Most often the 

is 
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is very distinct: 

relative to what other most What do and what do 

She 

cliche of 

also did a lot of and stuff so that it wasn't so much that but I guess it's the old 

with dolls and guys with trucks and and Mechano and stuff. So it 

was I dunno I guess she would go into the kitchen and my mom bake cakes and what ever 

and she loved that and I would go out and dad fix the lawnmower and we used to build 

radio-controlled from Int.l, 

The of this arrangement of does not go unnoticed 

"old cliche". He does not, it. In he reinforces the 

who refers to it as an 

of the arrangement 

to how his sister "loved it". Adam on the other hand does it. the activities are similar 

he that those for were more comfortable for him: 

a somewhat 

able to defend trees, in 

was garage, it was skate active. 

which often felt much more comfortable for me, as are the activities of a 

and much more inward. Int. I, 

The masculine is constructed as "somewhat more able 

to defend on models and the 

The feminine on the other hand is nh,"cu'<> and much more 

inward" - and skilled in domestic tasks like baking and \..V'lJrulllJ'; 

These accounts reflect very 

which relies on a m""jprprl 

dichotomies. First of they resonate, with a discourse 

division between and domestic which to 

and in 

Over the course of the 

in a "breadwinnerlhomemaker m(:no'torny' 

away from their children. It is a rlu'hn,tm",,, 

became characterised by a 

including 

IJV"U\,JVU within in this dichotomy are located 

sustain middle class of 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries work became 

women in the home with children and men at 

a 

in 

which informed these 

and Mac an 

and mobile/immobile. These constructions of 

classed and nelgernomc version of 

Another of these dichotomies is the active masculine and which 

in great 

from black 

to a very colonial narrative around 

how the active white masculine was constructed as the protector of the white 
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threat. The extract illustrates this need to the as oDDo~;ea to the active 

which should be able to "handle himself in the world": 

To the about when I have a y,ou the on a of 

-~t---'-"J in this day and age is more than a woman with the risks on earth 

now the that walk round the to a woman like 

rape, or or. You need to nrob~ct your .. "" .. 6 ...... your son can p ... U:a;IUi:IIIY after a certain 

age, handle himself in the world. Int. 1, 

These around what and do are rooted in very 

and colonialism. It is no or the wrong 

like that of '-a~'JL""" 

is met with serious 

consequences. In this case, the invalidation of the masculine. As with Adam Justin admits that he 

","""u'., the activities set aside for The consequence, was to be a 

to have a less 

I did CO(Jlki1l12 then but then I'd be a MlllmlllV' and all of that stuff. Int. I, 

For Adam his for the feminine meant that not was his invalidated but denied: 

It was the same "n,'rll'nc'p that I had later on in from aged sixteen up to even my 

of ma:scullinity 

young child with my 

athletes and ,,,,.,auov,,. 

" .... u"' ...... j; that other men own, that I didn't have access to. I had as a very 

my older male that would be the and the 

and I could witness I could be with them as a witness but I 

couldn't in it. That's when I the message and what the message was - it was very much 

that are outdoors and active and by themselves and without grownups, their 

own (Adam, lnt. I, 

was that other men owned". Those other men were those who did the "the 

the athletes", those who were active and and virtue ofthe fact that he "couldn't 

and could be a witness", he was denied his 

4.3. Gendered Bodies 

The notion of an "active" masculine and feminine seems to to a very PYflPMIPn"p of 

Connell (1 np'"'Pllr'P is often central in memories" 

sense of maleness and femaleness is central to the cultural a sense of 

the masculine located in the seem to suggest , "both and 

social influence combine to p. and the is an ever surface on which 
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which confirms or denies 

It is not then that 

cited in 

masculinities. 

25 

p. 51). It is what is done with these the 

serve as markers to some men of their 

masculinities. The in are those associated with the sexual maturation of the male body, like the 

voice and facial hair: 

Claire: When is the first time that you became aware of a man as ""'",,,op,-, to boy? 

David: I think when 

sounded ti;i'T",~"",tlv Int. I, 

be the first time I the first where my voice 

Claire: So what would you say marked your transition from to manhood? 

Mark: There was no sort of moment that I Oh well I've kinda hit manhood here. Of 

course when your voice it did it's such an awkward stage 

a guy when you, your voice starts all pitchy and all over the 

when you're it and you start ", ... ~u"in"" you first facial hair and stuff you, it's 

kinda like Ja I've got a hair on my chin, 

Int. 2, 

as 

and 

The sense of the masculine as and ~-"-""J located also manifests in hr",hn,,-,'" for some 

men. In these cases, it does so in direct relation to 

games: 

and in the two in the form of sexual 

Claire: Ok well can you think then of other times when you were aware of a 

Mark: You mean besides nl"vinadoctor doctor in the shed? \'--b'''~J 

Claire: In what ways did this make you aware of a 

Mark: I think you and your differences and tiodillig out how guys are 

different to women J a I think it's and as you 

to assimilate as a kid and I suppose that's one way of it. Int. I, 

And then there was this other incident where I remember these friends and had a ~-'~E>'''-' 

I don't know what h~lron"npd but anyway she invited me to m,resIUg:ilte her nether .... "' ...... ," which I 

did and bs(.lultel}, fascinated and that's very different! Because it didn't 

occur to me as a distinction. I knew there was cr.rnptl" different but I didn't know how. 

Int. 1, 

In some cases the mother serves as the woman that marks physical and sexual difference. In the 

extract, Carl's makes it for him to be in the room while his mother dresses 

and it is this nh""'''''' awareness that makes him aware of his of his 
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different 

4.4. 

There was a time when it became clear that now I'm not allowed in my room 

anymore or when my mom kind of thing. When we were we woke up and we went 

to go and lie in my dad and mom's bed and she would dressed while we'd lie with my dad and then 

the time came when that wasn't anymore, we're too for this now. Ja, I guess, pre

don't have and it does different when I became aware that I've that 

lnt. 2, I 

he",,,,,,,,,,,,,," is not simply a matter of 

. What "it" "does" is central in the 

that girls don't" but that "it does 

of the masculine 

..,\.0,',,""''''' J is central in a man's to become masculine" et p.122). That 

feature of is that it is heterosexual 

and Holland et Frosh et ai, 200 1 ; 

Shefer 

Shefer and 

Ruiters use the of a 12 year old South African child who was asked what it means to be a man: " .... to 

have sex with a woman" he answered. 

the earlier extracts illustrate how was located for some in a and sexual sense, and 

in relation to the of "\.o~."U'." does not emerge in the presence of For Adam it 

pm,pn}prI in the presence of other boys: 

What his 

I was aware of my very I was five years old when I discovered another 

at the I didn't of course know what it meant and the next year when I went to school I 

realized that there was about me which was different than the other but still of 

course I didn't know what it was. Then around seven, I discovered sex and the of that 

and then about ten, I discovered my own hOITIo:sex.ua.lIty Int. 1, 

is mark Adam as different. Not only but 

In the same way that not the that active 

etc, made that "other men own", so not het:en)se:xualltv meant that: 

MlilSculi.ni_:v was sOllllething removed from me, it wasn't that I had access to. And at the 

time I had framed it for to be like that because I was gay. When you grow up as a gay 

a gay man - let me make it of - as a gay man up in a 

way that 

that and you 

is constructed for you is that if you are gay, you are not a man, it's as 

that message from as as I can remember. Int. 1, 

the 

as 
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So far rf'rnC'l1JP{1 in that "if you are gay you are not a man". The as the 

"other" in the construction of the masculine is further evident in a story that Justin tells. 

a similar pattern to the sexual games between and he relates the of how he told his 

friends at school that he had a game called "rudies": 

Even 

So the game to was called "mdies" where we sucked each other's you know. 

It didn't occur ... I knew it was I knew it was a bit odd and it was on some level 

sexual but it . I didn't know. So sucked his and that was it and that was it. And 

now I'm like twelve years old or where it's 

crowd and all of this kind of stuff. So I say, I've 

to the and then of course, you can 

that kind of stuff. And I can remember it was 

have I what have I said! And I think 

"m~rp,(,l"tp{1 and one of the 

to tell you. So I then tell the 

'''~;liOv., "",.,r .. 'L gay, he sucks willies! All 

Oh my what 

where not for no idea what was halPPlemnll:, ha)lpc:nilllll: to my but no-one 

had talked me like this is what nal=lpellS or 

these marks and one of them was my 

most JPr'MrlIIP. fearful because gay were ... ! 

I'm 

lnt. 1, 

so then 

And that was like the 

he what this encounter meant he is aware that it is ~-"-''''J located and 

also "a bit odd". it is a game until he tells the other at school. It is in relation to their 

response that he becomes fully aware of the social of what his and other "different do. 

In other words it is in relation to the other response that the social of his action is inscribed onto 

his self. His self is 'f''''''''''''''''' by the social around what his should and 

should not be The result is confusion and fear that he is the one that he should 

fearlul not gay- my I'm 

. The power of this fear illustrates the 

a concern it is "the most 

of heterosex in the masculine ..... v~''' •• Adam is 

homosexual and Justin nel[en)Sf:xual, both their accounts to the consequences of not the 

hp,~pY .... "n' .. standard. If the consequence of not is not it would seem 

that Shefer and Ruiters (I are correct in that "it is heterosexual sex that ascend to 

But 

further 

heterosex is central in the ascendance to 

'F'r<lr .. ~>v of different forms of het,erclse:lw,lli 

Claire: When did you first become aware of 

there is within this 

tlegelmomc masculinities feature a very 

a man? 

a 

type of 

Justin: I can tell you the first time I became aware of not a man which might have some 

into a man. Int. I, 

He goes onto relate the story how another man commented on the size of his and his reaction to it: 
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The decision that I made about was that because this guy had said this and what I'd 

decided was that as a man I wasn't as well-endowed as other men and therefore I wasn't 

<>n,,,tl1lin.,,, I wasn't a man, which was horrific! lnt. 1, 

The effects of not ""N.""", the reQIUJr'emlenlts of this ,,.;,,",U<U" which in this case is 

to not this at all: ,ua"", •• """. is denied - "I became aware of not 

has a similar effect 

a man" and "I wasn't a 

man". This like the masculinities located in the in this case the 

it is located in the of that the active echoed in the 

earlier stories of trees. This link is evident in Carl's of his limited 

heterosexual success which is linked to his limited success as a swimmer: 

were in Standard Five and gone that first bit of a man and 

their bodies are and dive there and beat me and the 

onto them and Hello! I've been here for a but I'm still here and I'll 

still carryon So that's what I mean that I didn't have much for me, I wasn't 

like the other guys, that wasn't me. I was sad about it but it wasn't me. (Carl, Int. 2, 

1118/2(04) 

The 

and they'd 

bodies" of the other enabled their 

beat me". This meant that were 

dive there 

onto them". 

This is in direct VV'IJV':"U'V' 

his presence. 

In the same way that not 

to himself who "didn't have much for him and even has to remind the 

and athletics meant that Adam was denied a masculine 

Carl is denied a successful heterclseJma.ll and therefore by not to the correct 

standards. Like Justin his and what he does with it, is Therefore the definition of man 

eludes him- un 'UU"". that man but "that wasn't me" 

Powerful as these narratives may be hn •• w' .. ""' .. 

like and different versions of nel.en)sexu:a.ur 

are 

It is in the very 

less central sexualities 

I':",uv .. ,,,, standards 

and the emotional reaction to that subversive and counter leg,emomlc discourse emerge. The frame of 

reference for these masculinities is that of a "V.UL' .... ,>V. he)gernolnic formation. On the other 

of 

the emotional combined with the and the that it 

with their masculine 'U~"'".tl"'" is not a feature of he;gernomc versions of masculine These 

discursive features serve to undermine and the of""!~"1J"v •• y a characteristic of demotic 

discourse cited in The realisation of a '''15.1'''''''''''' "'""n.Ul.m,, is 

the "masculine:::: heterosexual" in itself an act of subversion and opens up numerous avenues for un,del'llllin 

Adam relates an at the gym: 
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I went into the locker rooms, my training was done for the and all those men were naked in the 

showers and on some level it was sexualised and sexual "' .. ,I ... '", de you know this 

was the extreme of it. But what was as I can't say more but as 

ntp'rp"t;r>o and what took as much of my attention was the different way in which these men 

interacted in an environment which I considered to be intimate - I mean, when I'm naked 

with a man, it's sexualised for me, the way that I've ever been naked with a man has been 

sexualised even when it was with men who are not lIec;e:s:san interested in me, from my side 

there's a sexual awareness of them - but when I was in this locker room it was the first time it was 

........... n • .r obvious to me how men, when are naked in the showers with each it's 

difficult to there's an awareness of ..... "'", ...... and there's a awareness of 

" .. "JI.u"' .... .r which is cOlmp,letlely not sexual. Int. 1, 291712004) 

defined to the other men. this situation is Adam shows us how his 

"'-"''''''"U''''-''', in that there is a , it is not sexual". For him on the other 

hand it is a "sexual when he is "naked with a man it is sexualised for me". 

"v~,ua"''''''15 this 

deluxe" because for 

lr(\'nmpnt tnrlou~:n his own he serves to r(\ml1,lpt,pl undermine the hf\mn,nhif\hH. of 

masculine ...... 1; .... '."""' .... ". and arousal to this be:gelmoni(;all a discourse of sexual 

unsexualised space he creates an alternative way of in that space. It is nOltICI!atJ'le. n(\1",,""",. 

that he refers to this time as the" first time it was obvious to me how men" are "with each other". His 

use of men rather than "other" men or "these" men as he does "u/;"""·",,, that this is the way in which 

men behave and because he does not, he is not a man. The process of coherent narratives is a cOlmPlex 

one and Adam's illustrates how both demotic and dominant discourse can intersect in one narration. 

The examination of bel:en)se:xualltv reveals an u ..... n"",rt.",t characteristic of these accounts of 

identities: the act of .... " .. ~1".5 masculinities is conducted in to, and in some cases, 

masculine 

other men and 

All accounts around hetero- and nOlmOSe)lUa.h emerge in the presence of these others. 

4.5. Fathers 

One of the most 

mothers. These 

available or not 

Hill''''''''l male others in these narratives are who feature much more 

are with conflict most U\JllU ... "" a sense of fathers either not 

fathers at all: 

father has rlp'hn,tpl been the most ImllOrtilll1t influence in my life but not ne(;es:san 

than 

in 

the way. a lot about men and men's issues and father-son and I'm very 

envious of sons who have been well-fathered and sons who had very 

with their fathers. I didn't have that with my I didn't have a strong, mature, man-to-man 

with my father. I've more had a G .... "t ..... 'f .. .i angry, not with my 

father. I've often felt like my father's I've often felt like he's the son and I'm the parent, I've 

often felt that I have to take rpcn,,,nc""', for him in many different ways, which there's a little 
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of me that feels 

Int. 1, 

to have had but most of it has left me with anger and resentment. 

Adam's conflict stems from a "not with his him envious of boys who have 

been "well fathered". His sense of not "well fathered" resonates with much literature on boy's 

.... 'auu'L""'LAII" with their fathers which laments the loss of "initiation processes which offered young 

men clear structures of role and as moved into adulthood" cited in Frosh et 200 I, p. 

The loss of this link with strong and confident fathers has been theorised as the root cause of the so-called 

"crisis" in et 2001). This sense of loss is evident in Adam's narrative in that his 

resentment stems not from this lack of but that he as son "often felt like my father's father". As a 

result the role of son and the existence of a "real" father was denied him. this has also meant a 

sense of it has left him and resentment". As a result his father is the most 

influence" in his life but "in a np,"OIT.\!". 

father has been a very influence but in a ...... ""'t,,, .. way not in a Dosltlve way and 

in a very way. If my father hadn't been as as he's I don't think I 

would have been as motivated to be different. 

Adam's ,"po,('n"n n.-.,,,,,,""P" does not feel like "crisis", which calls into 'lU'~""'V" this link between not 

well fathered" and "crisis". For characterised his with his father has 

motivated him to be different - a realcUon. which is both P'TT1L""Ul".n and transformative. 

Justin's with his father is also characterised absence: 

Because my with my dad was that he didn't 

a he wasn't there for us. To be more 

about me, from other but I would never 

couldn't hear them. a and he 

he kinda 

I would hear him 

service to his role as 

wonderful 

hear them from him or if he said them I 

from the and would say, 

And I'd go, I wish he'd be more like that at home. Int. I, 

Justin's father is denied him because he was not available -" he wasn't there for us". He is on the 

with other and so he never hears the things his father says about him. The distance as 

both Adam and Justin is a dominant feature in the literature to between 

children and their fathers (Frosh et 200 I; and Mac an This distance manifests both 

and like Justin. This very of distance can, be 

located where in the twentieth narrative of the father was that of the father 

"removed from the home as ex(~mIJlltleO in the nnlITll.rv of the distant breadwinner" .... ""n,,,,,,," and Mac 

an These 

OicnoitOIT1Y dictated 

of fatherhood are then located within a historical 

'"''''f'''''''''' labour arrangements, earlier. But further to these broader socio-
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man, a common in nte,""'''''''''' and 

the "distant breadwinner" is also the ~"'~"V"'''':J distant 

, .... '''lr.P>nt in these narratives. 

la"'UU''''''iJ with his father also Carl's 

mediated 

into this ,.pr.p,.'r~,,·p of "'''''<W''''''', but in this case it is 

which is related to Carl's as man: 

I wanted my dad to like me but he's like a man and my brother's a 

31 

and I'm a nerd. I go to the Karoo with them and I cream on my face. It doesn't .. so I got 

labelled as I don't enjoy it but instead it's Just leave me, I hear what I need to hear here. I don't 

do it your way but let me be. Int. I, 

Because his brother is a , he is closer to his father than who is a "nerd". The act of 

cream on his face demarcates him as such and as a result he feels his father does not like him as much as his 

brother. There is a real need for - "I wanted my dad to like me"- and a sense of 

sadness because he does not, but at the same time Carl wants his father to like him for who he to let me 

be". As with the other narratives Carl's is characterised conmct between the desire for his father's love and 

and his distance from him. 

The nature of Carl's distance is ,""no,",,," He is distanced by his father because his behaviour is not that of a 

, like his brother. His cream on his face is not a OPTnO'm" masculine act and 

thus _'~''''-' __ to "nerd"-dom. It an role that fathers the policing of 

masculinities. In the same way that Carl's father him to a that he hated so 

that he could makes lots of money, his l1l1'UUJl\;'-'~la~;se'llm:ss, so his .... ~'""..,."'5 of his son for 

"unmasculine" behaviours serves to demarcate what is a"\""'~Jla'LJU;' and what is not. This is true for 

the two most diametrical homosexuals and women: 

The was nrc,or"",,,,'-ro to be what my dad wanted to be and could never so the 

was, the he must be a man now, a man, you know don't cry, don't do dssies 

do the f'nllinwina no cissies would do that and don't with a moffie or you 

a a man a man a man. Int. 1, 

The direct reference to "moffle" and "cissie" rlmp>~tI!" link certain actions and ways of doing with 

homosexual. It is what "cissies" do and 

other men in this .. ..,."'~, .. v" .. 

IJ"'~""'_"'''':' like a "moffle" that must be avoided in order for men to be 

frame of reference. This is also true for 

first memory of me ....... ~' .. 5 in terms of is that my father used to ask me this 

question Are you a little And I'd go No I'm a man. IntI, 

9 "Moffle" is a derogatory tcnn for gay man in Afrikaans; "Stemmetjie" can be translated 10 "little voice" in English 
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Mark's father makes it very clear that 

Mark's first memory of a boy, a 

masculine Furthermore, as with 

described as 

a is not a""'_"'IJ,aLflIO, if you are to be a "man". In 

indicator of the role that his father in 

Mark is not pn"nI"r<l"pn to be a but a man. 

are nn'",,',rTl1l influences in their sons' lives. 

this is 

his 

fathers are 

they seem to be the 

middle class. 

of heJgerno]mc ... """'"," ..... ",,, in this case, are heterosexual and 

4.6. The Middle Class White Man 

If we refer back to the definition of hei~enrlOrlY as a "cultural which a group claims and sustains a 

DOSIIIlon in social life" p. 77), we can see how a which class 

32 

ensures that that and hence hpl[fprnOlnif' The construction of 

these masculinities serve to entrench a 

""'UHI"'''' of the co-construction of n"'''Tl''''''''' 

which in turn defines the 

as illustrated by Lerner (1997). The 

narratives: 

and is an 

extracts 

reveal this intersection in some 

But there's an awareness that I'm next week I'll be and I don't own 

and the car that I drive is almost ten years old and my bank balance doesn't reflect 

my age and what pOSltllOn do I have in -I'm 

That's the pressure I'm about it, is that I haven't achieved a set the markers in a 

timeline. 

nrr"",,,,rr,, and a suitable car, having a suitable bank ua:.a .. """ a 

"'l<llUU'U::"l1llJ are all external "markers" of what a man should be 

to do these things because what these markers serve to do is to 

At the moment now two behind everyone 

you know settle down and kinda get on my life at the 

on the benchmark of where everyone else is at this 

that holds social 0I)S11[1011 and a 

age. There is much pressure 

one relative to others: 

to the still to 

that I should be at this iu 

Int. 2, 10/8/2(04) 

It is that neither Mark nor Adam have achieved the benchmarks feel should have. Adam 

feels pressure because he has not "achieved a set the markers in a timeline". Mark is concerned 

that he is "two behind" everyone else and that he is not "where he should be at this in time". 

Although Mark and Adam are different in that Mark has been for a year, him out of the 

labour the pressure that both these men feel is a direct result of these benchmarks. This is because their 

function is to serve as a measure of the of the versus as by 

fathers and other men. Like the sexual can serve to exclude men who do not measure up. In about 

his friends Andrew notes that serve as a means to your 
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So are a release and they are also a nice way to peg your ........... , .... ~''';.r, ... InU, 

8/10/2004) 

The consequence of "r(>or,,""'" at different rates, "'~''''O'''O~ is that no remain friends: 

If one friend somewhere like Hlsh()Ps,court and someone else is .I see my 

brother has grown away from his friends who have nelcessal'UV not furthered their careers as he 

has and I would hate for that to as well. Int.!, 8/1 

The 'pv,~rV'rlnp else" that Mark refers to an in Andrew's narrative. are 

friends who share a similar as indicated the area that live in and the extent that have 

"p,rt"'-ITI"(j at The characteristic is that all the benchmarks mentioned in the context of 

man, to a very classed "W"''-'',U''"'Y 

",r(",pr'" in a certain area, a car, a certain 

in that in the achievement of these class "''''',-"UUI such as 

and status, so lIa"'-'UIl"'"' y is achieved. 

It is in the context of these middle-classed masculinities that both m""pr,,,h} and travel p""pr.w,r! as 

but 

life events. Travel and on""',-,,,,,, were cited six out of the seven men as times in their lives, 

I "",}P'-'''''' is a site of the of these classed 

I've wanted to medicine and work with and and stuff like that and in 

Standard Nine or Mattic or whenever you do your aDlJil(:atlons. my dad one You 

a 

we've someone in the that's an n~"""_' and he's IlliUUIl~ stacks of money, if you 

do Actuarial Science you are almost a and earn stacks of money and 

you like so do it. (Carl, Int.l, 

Carl is '-'''1-'"._." .... , his to pursue a pr,ote:ssl,on that is more lIal,lI .. 1,"") lucrative than what he 

wants to do, He does so, and as the rest of this narrative account 

The pressure to """,...,p,t"o a certain class DO,sltlon continues into the present 

order to maintain a certain standard of 

around his role as man: 

But it is also a pressure he 

to the detriment of his 

where he continues to 

in relation to 

in 

If! I can't work here anymore, I'm not to be for someone for the rest of 

my life and I'm us 

He needs to to work where he does so that he can 

in his career so that he won't need to be 

his 

illustrated by David: 

mobile class VV"lllVU, The 

10 , , b rb' C BlShopscourt IS an upmarket su U In ape Town 

, but it is also about 

for someone" else for the rest of his and in so 

of work as a marker for class success is also 
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I could work as a barman for 6 months if I wanted to in .... MlIU"y ... my dad would tell you know 

Oh David's is in, is In ..... VlI'-"VlI. so there's no consequences for him either so it was a free 

of I'm not gonna, I'm not gonna else. So that was what 

was great. Int. 1, 

In the confines of pressure exerted from his as a bannan is considered a "failure" and a 

nn,'"nhn.pnt This classed around suitable work to Adam's earlier accounts of masculine 

social and a barman does not make the 

of travel is that it allows from these eXlpec:tatloflS and freedom from the 

of not them. there is sOlnethlng different about a barman 

in London to a bannan in South Africa. It is as if a barman in London is more valued and that it 

somehow meets his father's classed in a way that a barman in South Africa cannot. Once 

the father is the "other". Outside the confines of these the time abroad is also a 

time of and In".rn,>nt and 

I also went overseas for a was there with all these .... ''''' ..... ,,'''' 

and I think if I was coloured at that would have been more or less the 

same, from the fact that I had money to to overseas, I didn't have money but it was 

an ticket money difference between the two. InU, 

travel is a very middle class phl~n()ml~n(m and as David also racialised. He notes that if he 

were coloured he would not have had the money to fly overseas. The racial nature of the class 

illustrated in reference to education: 

is further 

I do know that the type of person I am now I'd like to think that I wouldn't be in a 

town, I would have made of But would I have had the education to, I don't 

know. Int. 1, 

Mark links town" versus of himself' to rmnortH", for "education". 

Class in a is in this case a function of education and vice-versa. The 

'UF,""""'''''"'''' of this connection is that it is made in the context of the difference between black or white 

The connection between the of and suitable and societal 

status in the enactment of successful 

constructed nature of these axes of 

is here linked with race 

The 

lives is very much a function of class and race, which in tum informs the 

n .. r">n ...... c of race and class. 

the intersection of race and is clear in this talk of tra vel and 

into the co

and travel in these 

these 

there is also an 

active of race as a variable. Both Mark and David's accounts are characterised a tension 

between ~ .... 'lrn'~""prl race and it. In his to travel as a 
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white person with what it may have been like a<; a coloured person, he first his structural 

"I had money to to overseas" and in the next sentence an 

ticket . This racial distinction is also couched in terms of resources, fP.fllip-rln 

racialisation. Mark's account holds a similar tension around race 

a classed 

"would I have 

had the education" and "I wouldn't be ma 

is 

town, I would have made of 

. Mark's mechanism for Couched in the folds of liberal 

humanism it the of race and race in the realm of agency (l 

would not, I would) rather than a broader ~v".,.,",a.. frame him to his white 

4.7. He(:omling White 

Part 2 

J;,llgalgmg Race 

The earliest awareness of whiteness emerges in a ~endt~red class It emerges in the presence of the 

domestic a black woman. This is not Cock's that the 

institution of domestic work serves to "socialise whites into the dominant order" in that it is the 

"most inter-racial contact that whites encounter" 2 Both Adam and David associate their 

earliest memories white with a black domestic worker: 

Claire: Looking back at this 

white? 

and can you think of the first time that you became aware of 

David: I can't remember a time when I was kid that I But I'm white and she black or. 

because I grew up with a woman Clara and she was a coloured she 

was a coloured woman, and we were very very close and so I didn't see a colour difference there. 

Int. I, 

Claire: When did you first become aware of white'? 

Adam: from the start, from as as I can remember. We had a nanny because my ~OJl"'ll"", 

from the time that I can remember she was there and when my were at my mom and my 

dad worked she was in she looked after us. Int. I, 

David that he "didn't see a colour difference", the fact that Clara emerges 

in the context of this to the very racialised nature of this 

Cock ( 

that 

goes onto say that whites "p,rnprIPn"" these 

white South African children learn the attitudes and 

in very terms" (p. and 

of racial domination from domestic 
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This does not go unnoticed some res.ponal~nts. This ranges from that 

was "amiss" to a direct statement about the power that characterised this 

That's what I remember and there was Gf .. II'~,it .. ll" sl}m.etlling like amiss or sOltDething awry but I 

can't put my on it. Int.l, 

It was the fact that as a self she was very much a self to me, but because of the 

between her and my the subservience between her and my real 

an undelrstanidilllg of her subservience to me as well but it was from the word go. 

291712004) 

there was 

Int. 1, 

It is that Adam articulates this in terms, first as "she was in and 

here as "there was an of her subservience to me". The nature of this is a ...,v,,,,..,,...,,... one 

and it must be located within the broader context of lines of race, class and 

It is 

in which most middle class white children are 

and emotional: 

'1-'''..."" . ..., .... And yet the memories are 

I've loved ... when I was a baby, a my had live-in domestic 

workers and were called maids and I got on well with loved I 

felt very safe with them. I remember my first nanny, well the only nanny, later on but she was 

woman and one of the most wonderful that could felt 

grumpy she would me up and with one of her it was it was washed it was 

she would wrap me on her she would tie me to her back and I could as much 

as I she would do it and it was it was the safest ever. It was 

and and all of that. And I had awareness from the word go that 

I have nl"1;vilpo'p had a for the women 

that worked in the house. 

.>;W.ll"""'" that at this becomes lrri'nn,rt",nt It was the 

the memory of on the back of the domestic who still works for my 

towel and 

that echoed my 

childhood It is an issue which I my 

moments, built on the of whom I love as my own but not. It is a 

contradiction that I sit with and one that I have not "solved" for It is with this 

that I <lnrlrn,,,,,h the of this text. 

Adam's memories of this woman are that of and love. He also his as he 

has done before. But there is that until I had not 

included her name. And this is true for all accounts. but it is unclear if this her real 

name. The of name is characteristic of the institutional violence of domestic work It is 

this violence that we even our most childhood memories. 
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A VlU''' ... """" "''''''''''"",r is that which we commit when we do not her when we 

exclude her voice 'U'V~;>l"a", 2004). It is in the context of these voices that our childhood memories can be 

understood. It is to this end that I include the 

for instance you are looking after sornetlod children- but you don't even know what your 

children are You will worry whether have and if are 

And all the time you miss your own children. Your heart is sore, you have love to to your own 

children but where are You must be careful not to the madam's children your love. You will 

find kicked out because she is 

from Ekitchini cited in p.4) 

The care and love that both Adam I received was at the expense of our nannies' children. Cock ( cites a 

domestic worker who illustrates this cost when she says that "that the of domestic workers 

white children don't grow up criminals'" have someone to take care of 

whilst the domestic worker's children are often looked after by the oldest uu'.IS .... ~. 

school to do so, a of race and class oppn:SS1lOn 

who often has to leave 

stand at the 

centre of this op1preSSlion, and as much as we harbour these memories of and 

The 

are stolen and we must "'W'" """'AU'"'' that. 

of ,''',,,,''',,'", domestic workers are "v,~rUJnp 

In the absence of the voices of the domestic 

2001) and in the most extreme, ",,,",,,,,,,,,a"''''':t; 

characterised as and 

there is the risk of "' .... ,I .... U .. 

believe that one part of South African men, white men, has another to 

them than and American men, is in a way we are I've seen we've 

another to us, I don't know what it but I think it's because we got, and the same 

with South African women, We up African nannies and an earthiness to 

us, a let's call it the ofthe earth in a way that's in us. So I think that 

what I love to be the that she's into my 

life. And it's not a way but it's a Int. 1, 

What this extract serves to do is to connect "African nannies" as . This is 

what renders white South African men and women as different to Americans and It's not that we had 

"'''.uU''''', it's that were African and it is their Africaness that to our bUlro1pe,lnf:SS, "the of the 

earth" and The of course, is that there is more about that 

are more connected to the earth and nature. 
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The notion that Africans and in this case African women, are more "V:IIHual and more connected to the 

than white creates what Glick and Fiske call ambivalent These not 

in ways that hostile ctp .. pr,hl1rlP< them all the 

and more is not ... ",,'pe,o,,"; a bad but can be mobilised in very 

\.}U"''''K''"_ ways. As Weaver ( 

natural in a human sense 

illustrates the rational and natural are nnlnm:ECi that which is 

The construction of the "other" as 

",<'Ct.>T""'< and serves to '~E,""b'" the rational the 

cornerstone of colonial domination. Furthermore the "natural" of black women to nurture and care, 

serves to fix black women as ideal for their dominance in the domestic work 

sector. As Grossman h",,,,p,,,,,,~ these skills are not "natural", are 

and very th,.".",h formal 

ru",~'u"," domestic workers are the "other" in an sense of wtute:ness. in ""'~IJ'"1o: with the 

~_'",..,~'~.~'_ class the black men in these interviewees' lives were workers. Justin likens a 

black man his carried for him at the to his pvnp,,,,p,n"p of the West Indian cricket team, 

We came over for a to see the and stuff and I remember this black man, a 

IUI~g~lge attendant was his and that was like a such a"'''' .. '''',..;,· .... that 

never Int. 1, 4/8/2004) 

Justin: I was to say round... because I love cricket and when I here to 

and then I saw these black guys who were West Indians cricket and it felt like such a 

mindfuck that these should be subservient. 

Claire: Can you tell me a bit more about how you reacted to that and 

Justin: It was like the guy at the it was so odd. It was, these guys can ;;t,,;UUUI'I' do 

I know ditches and wow, can do other ona 

par with white Int. 1, 

The fact that he knows that can dig ditches and can do roads" to the of 

what "these can "be subservient". It is that it is in the context of cricket that the 

fact that "these guys can do becomes apparent to the role it did in the power 

of the colonial To see this enactment of power 

black men, is a "mindfuck", in that it is a contradiction in terms. are to be 

servants. To see a black man served is for him. 
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4.8. White: An Exercise in Evasion 

the """pn,pnf'p of \o"J~a .. ;"'u with in terms of race and class there can 

be no doubt that these masculinities are f'n,,,,,,,h.,,,,,,,.1 raced and classed Erasmus with De 

The interviewees' 

which threads 

of their whiteness vary both across and within all accounts. One feature 

all of these is a tension between and race --, .. "._--

Race evasion is a common tactic characterised a evasive discursive that uses 

in its 'selective with race" (FranlcenbeI cited in Erasmus with De 2003, p. 

I .. ill,rth,,,,rnnnr·p to locate this 

these 

whiteness. 

and the tensions 

in the broader social and lGe:ol()gl'Cal discourse of whiteness in South 

are at times mo,nn,prl onto (2001) five narratives of 

of whiteness are, for many, located at school. these PYln".,·,,,.,1rp·,, emerge in the 

context of 

and 

this racialness is undennined the mechanism of race evasion 

IS a feature in the talk about race and school: 

You know it 

guy named 

when I think back now my first year of there was a young 

he started school on the same day as me and at the time was 

"""'1',""", came from a Xhosa ba(;k~~rounlj. came from the 

time I realised Oh there's like a bit of difference here. But it wasn't a 

and that was 

revelation it was 

to 

the first 

oh 

this he another and I found it he actillalJly 

became one of my friends at school. In 1. 1, 

Mark's first time he realised "there's like a bit of difference here" is constructed as not "a 

revelation". 

become 

is different because he a different 

friends". But the "tr"nO"'lh of this 

and this seems to be no 

is calIed into 1.j .... """.VlI 
in fact 

memories of that time where ",),ulino soccer, this guy knew how to dazzle with 

the and also we that was when we Vy" .... ""r; Zulu into St Marks so this 

guy, Luyallda was Xhosa he handled the lillI"'~Uli"~'" .... '" ... ,~I:r because of the close between the two 

and to him talk about life in the H,O;:;IaUU". sm,glllig Zulu songs, I it was 

that stuck in my mind. Int. I, 

Although very well have been Zulu well and sang Zulu songs, the fact 

that Mark can draw on ambivalent and 2001) about black to describe 

someone who is a seems odd and does not These 

contradictions are the talk of friends at school. This be a function of what Luisa 

Passerini In calls which is ·'ct,,,,,.,,.,,hf1np,rI views 
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of the world" versus memory "more connected with life (p. This distinction can be 

used to apparent contradictions in narratives. What these contradictions suggest then is that 

these interactions are real are more informed stereotypes than lived which caBs into 

the of the black voices in these narratives. 

The of these black voices alludes to an power This is illustrated in Andrew's account 

that he never went to at black children's rather - were when he makes the 

with me, if were black". come to he does not go to are the one's who must do 

the "work" 2(03), not him: 

So I had 

Whereas if 

go like to the 

a black 

that I 

were 

with but were 

I would visit them and 

nl,.vino with me, if 

would visit me. 

were black. 

seldom would I ever 

where I can't even remember a time when I would ever have gone to visit or at 

house. Int. 1, 

This is further illustrated 

There were still distinct groups I guess, I guess it was very very difficult for because those were 

the South African black who'd grown up at the of Liln<.rlh"",rl And 

because it must back at it now I'm amazed that fitted in as well and as as 

have been helluva difficult for them. Int.l, 1 

his pm,"<lIth" for the that these students must have eXlperlertCe,o, does not once 

the hostile nature of the environment. The fixed nature of the social groups to the 

nature of the environment. Yet this is and the of these students to "fit in" 

which the burden for "race work" with the black children with De 

as the 

The 

fact that these students have to "tit in" to the of school environment 

and the obvious outsider status of the black children. He may be but that is not to 

the uneven power relations that these black children encounter. 

The naivete around the of the black children's of these hostile school 

the strange sense of distance evident in talk of , interacts with the active evasion of race as a factor 

these This is carried over into the context of 

At UCT I think how how difficult it was to defend VOI ..... ' .. 1t ag:llin:st any of 

r' .. ·." .. n~ if you were accused of you were sunk because you can't defend if 

somebody says You're 

sort of 

you think it's a 

or you 

so it's and I think that 

a you either appear defensive or you, which 

and around the Tn""nl"r in which case Oh 

that made me very wary about who's 
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too leftist or I think any sort of extremist I start bec:ol1llinll! wary of them 

and I but it didn't affect me as a white guy. Int. I, 

himself in a catch-22 where no matter what he 

resulted in is a mistrust of what he calls "extremist type 

accuses him of racism as extremist and 

his "PY,,,r,,t,rm from black who were 

race: 

it is misconstrued as racist What this has 

. What this serves to do is locate anyone who 

not racist. To consolidate this he 

"militant", as a function of this "''''H''''''} not 

41 

So at that stage it wasn't a black versus white it was a political versus non and 

the militant versus non militant Int 1, 

"black versus white" from the "n"llt"." versus non he race and 

undermines its very real effects. What is lacking from these passages is a constructive 

engagement with "the 'real' effects of race in one' s identity, life and and in 

relations of power and with De 2003, p,43). His evasion in 

this context to Giroux's (1997) that in the absence of transformative narratives of 

anti-racist many a angst over racial (p. his fear 

of labelled racist is one borne out of his discursive in liberal humanism which advocates for the 

same "colour blindness" 

This discourse was a 

and a central feature of 

200 1; Erasmus with De which characterises his talk about schooL 

feature of the white student's responses in Erasmus with De Wet's paper 

narrative of Whiter than white. 

This discourse of race evasion intersects '-v'"v''''''' with two other discourses in Erasmus with De 

cited in Erasmus with De Wet's white the discourses of deficit and 

The discourse of deficit black underachievement in terms of deficit whereas white students are 

en:ga~(ed within a discourse of n{)lh'nh,,1 where "white students are and and it feels 

like earned it". The extract illustrates this 

Oh that, like there were some black guys around us who were strug!~Ii[lg when 

some of my mates had sort of failed out of first year or whatever and these guys were still in there 

and like WeJl how does that work? Is there some kind offavouritism on and there were 

a black versus rumours that circulated. So it was more a I don't think it was ever 

white as such it was that there's some kind of favouritism here which 

to it doesn't make sense, it h<>.rlI"'.>n" .... to be black guys that were of 

favouritism but who knows. 

The black students are "still in there" shouldn't because they "were 

. The fact that are still there to this account, due to "favouritism". Within the 

of the discourses of deficit and the black students could in no way have "earned" their 
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must be there 

treated. 

because 

resorts to 

are and his mates, who had in fact failed must have been 

a racial issue for as favouritism is meted out in terms of race, he 

it -"I don't think it was ever a black versus white as such it was 

that there's some kind of favouritism here" which l'l","lprlPi1 to be black What none of these 

42 

accounts serve to do is the racism that black face of 

race and the "race discomfort" with De Wet, p. are and the 

of racial OD1Dressi,0I and left 

4.9. "Bare and Basic" Afrikaners and "S'oplhlstlcak':d and Glamorous" .0.:.1111; .. " ..... "':11 

Evasion has many faces. The of white is a common aUi'V"~'" white 

South Africans to distance themselves from in that I, as 

an v'"'o, ...... ,~ South have been witness to and ..... it;"F;'"''' in all my life. 

n,,,rth'~1r1 and Afrikanerdom are all conflated" and the "Afrikaners are seen as the 'real' and from 'their' 

2001, p. 

This act of is a useful mechanism for for 

that is whiteness. This is illustrated in subtle of the pVII"'''YI .. '] for ,.,<>' .... n'''1I". onto the 

Nationalists: 

In terms I think it I think in a very conservative a man is gonna have different 

connotations to in a more liberal under 1 mean 

A.l1ll'1rTn.~.n was a like a Nationalist nUl,«:h'rn and the Nationalists were very very 

conservative ..... 

the issue of a man into one of conservative versus liberal he distances 

himself from the defined conservative perpetrators, in that he defines both himself and his as liberal. In 

fact his of "liberal" and his , illustrates the power with which he carves 

out this from the "conservative": 

I come from a what I'd like to think is a liberal relative to the era grew up 

my folks aren't liberal in the true sense of the word but in terms of their peers that 

liberal and I think that my sister and I are very liberal Int. I, 

His account the identified (2001); that more influenced 

I mean 

very 

did not with Afrikaner nationalism but that nevertheless 'pn'''\lPI"1 the comfortable 'white' 

Afrikaner 'law and order' nr.,tprtp·t1 

But the fact that the Nationalists are, not 

used as a mechanism to distance himself not only from the 

to take moral censure for the system of An,,,rthp,li 

but which he is not, is 

but the racism 
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as sOluet.hl that the nationalists were for and what 

himself in to it: 

When I left I had to go work on the mines and the mines 

could never associate the on the 

fits in very 

without to sound like a sort of low class 

he is able to 

"U'U\J' .• 11I.!: that I 

very well 

very very 

failures in the 

43 

traditional sense of the word that were ja, so that was a horrible of my life. And I was made 

to work with these guys and very little carne out of it, I've even I· ..... c .. ".tt,,'o how to 

...... ,.,. .. '" so of any worth carne out it. 

The fact that he can't relate to the which he identifies as 

distances himself from 

racist", chauvinistic" and 

conservati ve" the this kind of person, 

"chauvinistic" man, "racist" white man. The fact that he refers to these other men as "low 

class" and "failures" v~""'~.vw the very classed nature of this and that he himself 

as That he has how to Afrikaans" suggests that he had to Afrikaans to these 

men, which means that all of these 

attributes to these men, who are 

he does not associate with himself and that he feels 

In the same way that distances himself from a ,,'''''''JUlI'; himself from 

"""""'-"~'va."'I;J'''', so Andrew distances himself from a DnJblelIlatllc He does this 

certain to men, which he 

And then I think there are also families out there which are old school where the guys a 

to, he 

So, I like to think that I'm not. I don't want to be the main 'manne'; I'm not I don't think 

it's so cool. You go into some even in the gay I've been around to 

houses where there's a submissive woman in one of these guys, where he sits and 

says serves tea and scones, and cooks and the one guy sits there like he's Mr. 

The cOilceptuahs,atHJn of the dominant and submissive roles in a gay within a 

heteronormative discourse: - "Mr versus "submissive woman" draws off and an 

!!erldered arrangement. It however, an arrangement that he as his own. The mechanism for this 

is the attribution this of this dominant "Mr version of with an "other", The use of the Afrikaans 

word for men, "manne", who that "other" is. In this case "manne" makes reference to a type 

of that which he associates with and that he 

"1-"'l"".,I;JY in. 

The of o_ong •• Vgro supports an important theoretical in the of 

masculinities and wn1tene~>ses; the Afrikaans- and version are not 
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notes that those in of see their own UOMlllOIl but also that of the 

dominant group with It is not that the men alert us to this 

within South African whitenesses: 

For most of my life it was it was that I saw to be ~-,~~ .... ~ To be 

Afrikaans was to be less, Up to round the age of IC'.I';lILC;C;", nglC>g,,£,g of how I understood it at 

the time in COlmJlaf'lS(1D to other cultures - other cultures I mean ""11'1;1;"':'11 culture -

was that Afrikaans culture is """opr\lo,t; 

It's 

In his talk Adam renders the 

Adam used to feel 

identification as "Afrikaans" has ""'1"~;<:;U and this 

it's ", ..... ,...,,,- it doesn't allow for 

with their culture 

about his culture he is now 

and 

Afrikaans". His 

to the very real nost-Anlar1:held ,...nn~rl ..... ; 

for redefinition. But this still does not mean that he identifies with that which is Afrikaans": 

Over the last two years it's {'n',""p" I consider to be I'm .... ,,, ... ~I'IJ 

Afrikaans when it's aOlDrclorilate for me to do so - I feel more comfortable "~<;<Ul..lUI'. LlJl/,;""'" most 

of the all of I feel much more comfortable 

Most of my friends are with my Afrikaans friends that I do have I would Afrikaans to 

them and there are times when we would go over to I'm not staunchlly 

I don't with t'nli(aalns, Afrikaans culture or Afrikaans way of life. 

Int.1, 

David also distances himself from elements of what he defines as his "Afrikaans culture", and more SOf:cl!lcaJI 

the it 

But in my a man gets defined his level of work or his he gets defined 

his sometimes how many children he and sometimes which church he goes to and how 

many beers he could drink. And that in my culture is how I think what the of a man looks 

like .. , ,It's conflict in many ways, for me there's no way could meet because I feel that 

there's no of my definition of manhood that fits into those so don't meet. 

There are two to be made about these reflections. The first is that even within a 

small group of white men, there is no such as The second is that these reflections stand in 

stark contrast to the who do not at any comment on their as cultural It 

adds another of the of white masculinities in South the 

normative and "UIe'<:;ll\}' borne out of a of colonial conquest and UO'lll1llii'liOIl. is in this 

case, more n'TUlP,m ne~~errlonlc than the 
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Part 3 

Benefits and Costs 

out these interviews is the tension between the costs and ",,,uu,,, of white 

45 

A dominant theme 

As Morrell ",nUU.·HUJ'It on Manhood and out it is essential in 

the of that we engage with these costs but at the same time do not lose sight of the social 

of relations. 

4.10. Victimised P .. rn.,tr",tt,,,,,, 11"1:"rnl~tratlnp Victims 

""''"'V''''''5 to Hardiman and Jackson ( exists when "one social group whether or 

UW~Vll""'V'''''J' "AIf.'lU'H" another social group for its own benefit" Within a of "",n.-p·",,''''" 

members of social groups that are and victimised" and 

"members of dominant groups 

or reap unfair 

inhabit the 

process of 

over members of 

and like white women, so 

or 

But in the same way that a 

are 

can 

in that in the 

themselves are dehumanised cited in Hardiman and 

identities in this way allows us to 

woman/victim 

on Manhood and 

and engage in dismantling the 

of the "OlJDI'es:sor role for men" for a more fluid of the contested 

nature of gendered relations. It is a process, 

material power of men over women and other men 

that must be located in the context of the social and 

It is with in this frame that the 

talk of victimisation is located. 

I think we are victims in a way where we're in denial of hurt that we feel that would come from 

women, emotional blackmail from emotional blackmail or emotional from 

I think we're victims and some of that come out in different ways in men's in anger, 

it, or manifest in ways that men could never relate it to the hurt that 

received from women. So I think there's a lot of emotional inflicted on men, not "'""_"""'" 

yes there's the odd as well. The fact that women would say that men are 

bastards because men rape, yes I have to own the fact and own the shame but Gee I'm not a 

I'm not 

Int. 2, 

so to me you know You men, that hurts. So I'm a victim of that. 

David engages with the notion of victimhood -"I think we are victims"- which is constructed not 

the that women inflict on men but the fact that the of this is denied. The victim status 

that he accords himself is to the victim status that women hold in 

discourse in his discussion around rape. 

survivor of rape and/or the constant fear of on the 

a on one and 

creates two very different kinds of 

as a 
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"victim". This is not to the very real that such accusations cause, when there is an active 

ng;ag(~mlent with his own - "I have to own the fact and own the shame". We must be wary, 

what Anderson and Accomando (2002) call "false (p. 505) which set up 

when in fact what is at all (personal 

"".,aUVll, Z. 

for all that is abhorrent about it, allows us to 1l~'I~dl~thecollceptllallsatJO of men and victimhood. 

And to some extent a victim. I'm because of my own research. I've 

read about a man who was raped and then he How can one be 

a victim and still be a man? And I think that goes to the core of it - that there is no space to say, 

But on, I'm also on. 

"How can one be a victim and still be a man?" This is a out "there is no 

way to see men as 'victims' and still be men" as "there is no way in current of manhood to 

vulnerable and still be a man" This goes to the heart of 

in that men too are victims of abhorrent crimes, the 

of male rape is used as an assault on feminism and the mechanism for men as the "real 

victims" of As Pelka in out, it is because 

of the foundation laid feminism that male survivors can tell their stories at all and that "while many men are 

victimised rape, all women are nn,nr .. cc,·rl it and any victimisation of women occurs in a context of 

oppn:SSllon that most men do not understand" The distinction he draws between victimisation 

and is a useful one, because all these accounts of "victimhood", very do not occur in 

the same context of that would for women. in the of discursive space to 

engage in men's 

nuanced "nrlp."ctolnrli" 

we serve to undermine "current 

of masculinities. 

of manhood" and in so doing create a more 

Thus far the extracts have "",F,Ul;'"'U r"~",~"" with the costs of These costs are, embedded in 

these costs the very fabric of these men's and become 

are not a function of but to a r-n'rn"lpv intersection with race, class and culture. It is in the 

talk of school that this intersection is most "n,n<>rpnt 

4.11. "Almost like to war" 

to a hnl"r,.I; •• o school is almost like to war, because you do have to 

fend for ,,,,, .. ,,,,,,.,11' all on your own. At our school for the first year, you weren't allowed to see your 

that was the 

was a hell of a 

I'm not it was a 

so you were to stand on your own two feet and on with it. And there 

in which knocked you around if you out of line. 

but it was a I don't think that any are 
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a but to have that in where you earn and learn for 

Int. 1, I 

Within the frame of British manhood is achieved the enactment of rites which 

them from home and the most from their mothers' care and influence", where 

"were to suffer the dominance of older with over them" and "were to stand on their 

own two feet until the time came for them to exercise and power in their turn" 

Andrew's account is almost a carbon copy of Kanitkar's textbook British 

war mt:tal:Jh()r IS on as these institutions main purpose was to prepare of 

p. 

system. His 

and 

civil in the far British and to n~.'~r~tp to school and 

boys for to nation and 

In his work with South African 

modelled on the British 

masculinities. As Kanitkar (1 

The whiteness of the 

schools cited in 

school and serve to r~ .... ,.",cI"r·'" 

illustrates how 

upper class 

out the nature of these masculinities is that are 

is illustrated in Andrew's emotional reaction - "it's 

make me - to the colonial rlpr·~nt."r' of his whiteness the fact that his school "has gone 

black": 

And she told me that which was another boys' school that we were 

there's not one white scholar there now and 

celebrated last year in the centre of the our their mess 

teams, 

are 

white. 

to 

slslug:htlering a you man, it's enough to make me cry to think that 

that school you know you do COlrnp.ete but at the end of the close and to think that 

that's going on now, ,,,au5,nle' 

The of the African custom of a is highly for 

him. The fact that he refers to the hall as "our hall" and must correct himself by to it as "their mess 

hall", to the there in the first But within the school 

vir,r>nrnp"t the enactment of this UUl-'v'.HU is most evident on the sports field, 

4.12. "The ~ ... ,,, .. tl'''' 

IS into a combination of age, academic success and success cited 

in '-'1-""'\"''', Justin who attended a school in the Kwa Zulu-Natal Midlands is very aware of 

how this OUvuU' .... "1 "n,pr!l,'''''' 

Claire: In what ways do you think you'd be different if you had in South Africa? 

Justin: I think I'd be a lot less sure of The way successful at 

that age is to be either the in the you know the hriphjtest in the class but 
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crap on the that's because 

way around but I was neither and I think I was 

confidence would have been knocked. 
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the in the class or the other 

whisked out at the time. I think my 

He is also aware of the consequences of this intra-masculine and that had he there 

much and was not "whisked , he would have been a lot less confident about himself. It is ironic 

then that the confidence that he would have been denied as a result of not the of 

excellence in one context, is reinstated the very same in another context: 

I left South Africa when I was eleven and I was in the C·team or I was not 

on the as it were. And then when I to ~"'E>"'''~ and I was in the 1st Team for my age group 

and that was like massive! it was a shift for me because I Wow! It was a 

ego a confidence boost for me, to realise that yes, I was someone. 

Int.l, 

In this environment he can meet the standards -"I was in the A-team" - as the system that he finds 

in the first team, validate his himself in. More than a confidence he can, as a result of 

existence - " I was someone". 

prowess, 

rule" 

a continuous of men's bodies in motion" \~'U""~" p. Men's greater 

of men's 

cricket and soccer, is an 

skills are, of course, involved" 

the team 

to 

mrlorj-llnl site for 

the enactment of he:gelnomc masculinities It is therefore not 

is a around which masculinities are constructed p. in that sport is the 

enactment of domination and ,,, .. , .. r',rm 

This sentiment is sensitive who links at games as a 

child with his actions in his 

at an avocado pear 

with women. He tells the story of how he and his brothers beat a group 

And there was sOinethlflg around we're better than them because we won, we won the avocado pear 

so we were. .. So that was one incident. Int. 1, 

He links "better than" the and in a finds that it 

translates into him not women ""'T.n""" 

One of the 

very 

I notice is I don't take ... in my automatic way 

... So I'm about how does that relate to as a 

I don't take women 

.. what's the 

demeanlmg or like an invalidation of because we can " .. , ...... , .. them in the avo or we can, 

and one of three as well. 
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He makes the direct link between able to 

not women This "invalidation" is 

the war mf:taIJh()r the "in the avo 

in that it has like all forms of 

to 

material 

consequences: 

crap at no (laughs). 

that women are crap at 

Mark: Besides women 

Claire: Have you 

Mark: No I have a serious nr"hlprn with for instance women's tennis where women 

don't and then I think Well then don't you 5 

games of tennis as well or five sets of tennis rather than 3, like that and it's I think 

is and I think it's very but then make it for sake and not 

but you get kind of or whatever. I think if it's then it should be 

all on the same field and I think the same about and race spcecilfic. 

What Mark's comments is that because men are as stronger and therefore 

and 

to the same 

and ... ""rtnrTn 

other 

itis 

that 

groups 

that be more. What is lntprF'd, is that he links his argument 

In His comments feed into discourse around standards 

",,,~~t,,,, .. the way in which these standards serve to exclude women and 

what Anderson and Accomando (2002) call a "false This 

false is constructed reference to the fact that "i f it's then it should be all on the same 

field" which "makes sense if the context of male 

in the context of these comments reinforce the notion of the a , .... /:.U"U"' . ..., 

means of uv" .... "' .• Vlll, in this case and rearticulate the as an essential and 

social ronY<lnll ",'r 

Mark's conflation of and race in In is is one of the markers of manhood not 

because it is a show of over and women but it is also a show of among men: 

I also feel that there was cOlnDI~tition between the schools 

that were and looked at the schools and or the co-ed school that were 

scholars as inferior because we beat them at Int. 1, 

Furthermore "class and race values are institutionalised on and the sports field" 

is most evident in the divide which is a racial one. Morrell 

soccer, with it's came to be the sport of black 

COII1IT,om:anon, perseverance and skill" was 

in the black and skill in the taps into a broader 

to natural while skill to learnt technical "'''''''UI'''Jll>. Z. 

II My addition 

This 

illustrates how 

with its focus on 

The ",~."a",,, on 
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The effect of 

talk about domestic 

skilled/rational continuum 

black and white sportsmen in this u"_u,-"u,,u is similar to that seen in the 

black and white on ends of a II .... ·• rn,t",~ and 

with nrr,hl,pTn effects. The racialised nature of this 

divide is articulated in some of the narratives: 

memories of that time were 

knew how to dazzle with the ball. Int. 1, 

soccer, this guy [a black friend at 

You go to I went to go and watch a UCT first team game on were 

Maties and like you look at the breakdowns and it's still the like the 

are that and In terms of soccer we go 

touch a and if you look at the soccer team it's the other way 

round. 

This demarcation of race sport illustrates the very co-constructive nature of masculinities and race. The 

enactment of may the masculine but it also secures the white. This echoes with Justin's 

encounter with the West Indian cricket team, cricket the domain of white colonial which 

his racialised of black men. 

4.13. 

thus far has focused on the ~V'"''''l .. r''''' of men at 

notes how the same mechanisms of masculanisation are evident in schools South 

the most notable characteristic of those mechanisms violence. 

The rnnnr.<>nc'p of like and other u.<;;,,,,,aU! like and cp,.,.<>r<>T • .n.n from 

,,,iI'U,,,", "which serve to characteristic of the 

under construction. his use of the war Andrew alerts us that these masculinities 

emerge in the context of violence. "War was a reflection of the in 

200 I, p. 12) and school as the incubators of these masculinities exhibit the same 

violence and One of the mechanisms of this institutional violence is 

both students and teachers. Andrew's account at the 

so does Justin's: reflects 

of this section 

Claire: You also mentioned that when you to your confidence grew at school. What was 

it about the schools in South Africa that didn't allow that? 

Justin: HIIIII'II'inli>. I think it was that whole macho stuff. The headmaster we had 

when I was at school and 

but he was a 

I'm 

sadist! 

from my 

with a 

wouldn't down with their heads into the serum. (Justin, Int. I, 

I can't 

with the whistle 

for any other 

if 
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What Justin does for us is make the direct connection of bullying as a masculine act when he links it to "that 

whole macho stuff'. The of masculine is evident in the passage: 

Claire; Were there other like this? 

Justin: For some reason, I wasn't as bullied but 

that was worse! I remember he made a clay 

it to me and a of the 'old boys' 

my older brother ~U~"'''''' was 

for my mom and he comes home and he was 

hold of it and were it to each other and I 

51 

remember uu."u"o ... that's my older hr,nU.", .. he's like my hero. And were going like this 

and then and smashed it. And I that '~~""''''' man and it was 

horrendous. 

It is a dominant and abusive """'''',,, ..... y The act of is one of domination not only 

means but humiliation. It is for this reason that the of his brother 

undermines that 

bullied is worse than 

his own. His brother is his he looks up to. it humiliates 

and renders his brother 

There can be no doubt that the cv'otf'mc that Andrew and Justin have endured are brutal and --"-''''''b' What is 

here is the way in which now engage with that It is worth Andrew's account: 

And there was a hell of a system in 

line. I'm not 

are ne't:essar'ily 

for 

but to have that 

Int.l, 16/9/2004) 

which knocked you around if you sreppf:a out of 

I don't think that any De:atllllgs 

where you earn and learn respect 

He is he oscillates between it wasn't a "good to that it was and that «""U"IS' 

are not good, are there for a reason, in this case earn and learn , It is 

where you go to learn your "life skills" and where you go to become a man: 

And you know 

because even if I 

I reckon if I had the choice now, I'd send my son to a school 

look at and how the guys that went to 

became men and the guys that went to co-ed 

gone off somewhere and learnt your life 

not that 

remained in 

it wasn't as if 

Int.l, 

The are so much so that he would send his own son, to a school. But <"'U""'IS" Andrew 

seems to collude with this harsh system, Hardiman and Jackson alert us to the complle~aty 

Andrew's nf'I"If'rlrf' also talks to the dehumanisation that agents are are 

of social r.nn,,"CCl that benefits and are confined to the roles and 't"',nn,,£i by the 

behaviour for their It is the costs of this brutal system that Justin engages in and confronts. 

His very articulation of the effects that it had on him confidence would have been 
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knocked"- and his n",~'"'''''' and emotive "sadist", "horrendous", suggests that he does not in anyway 

see it as "a good . In doing so he 

4.14. Collusion and Resistance 

Andrew's apparent collusion can also be seen as a form of colonisation" where "once the 

structures are in oppn~sslOn becomes normalised and ~U'_"""UjIUJ'; ... ,,"nPV·"" of agents learn to 

accept their inheritance of domination and as the natural order - the way are" and 

He 

horrible 

that his 

In about the fact that he never made black friends at school: 

And I don't think that I was ever put into a situation where that could blossom and flourish 

like that but I've ...... " .. "'UL''''.J' no ..... ,,, .... ,,,, ..... with it. I don't even know ... The world's a horrible 

this "I've got no ..,"' .... ,,~.u with it" - and sees it as a function of the way the world even if it is "a 

. This reaction is in stark contrast to David who although ac.mc,WleQ'Qes the material 

comes feels "robbed" by the cost that was incurred: 

So I had ja all those were just, out of what I could do in sense of I could go to school, I 

could go to I could go to that. But it robbed me from of what real life is about. The 

are all very material Int.l, 

In this extract, David n",cth'~lt1 to himself "it robbed me from 

and the of ne~~enlOnles of both whiteness and he also serves to rearticulate 

it undermining the nature of that He identifies it as in contrast to "real life" , material". 

What this is that those who were denied this have a more "real" life and that his 

purely material. It undermines the real nature of those material and the 

white. It is these very that he addresses later on: 

Claire: Could you tell me a bit more about what it felt like to be white during for 

are 

of 

David: It felt it felt it felt very safe. I felt I must be I must there 

must be about us as I mean we and you know we've made it, 

look at how we have all these servants, and don't have money and we have money and we 

have houses and don't have so, it must be because we're more clever ja we're more 

clever than are we know how to so we know how to make money, don't 

we know how to save money, don't. Never that we're not on 

terms, so it felt it felt it was for the self esteem, on a conscious level not 

on an unconscious level or a subconscious level, on a conscious level it was very, it felt 

Claire: And on an unconscious level? 
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David: no it felt wrong, it it felt confused. 

David engages the 

benefits both 

of racism "because we're more clever" head on, and he both the 

IV"J),;,,-"a, "it felt for the self esteem" and material - "we have money and we have 

houses and 

wrong, it 

don't". But he also 

it felt confused". 

the costs which he describes as "unconscious" - "no it felt 

What these extracts illustrate is the very conflictual nature of the j.ll""U'VUJIU)'; to he:gelTIO narratives both 

between and within res;pond;:::nts. Different men themselves in very different ways to the "ma'>ter 
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narrative" 2001) of white David feels "robbed" and "confused" because of it, Andrew has 

no 

tension between 

characterises the 

with it". 1-<'"rthprT1nn.rp the same man both and subtly colludes. It is this 

and its benefits and costs, and resistance and its benefits and costs, which 

YnP'T1pnf'p of sys;tennatllc 

4.15. "I am the last resort" 

whiteness and class "".,,'"',."'!' serve to construct each the discussions around 

or occur around different of tension. In the talk around 

U"'''',",'''Ull'J' the tension exists and 

""'-'"'''''''''''''' the a man, is that of 

illustrates a sense of 

is related to 

associated with 

as he grows 

and stuff like that": 

but which "hasn't reached it's yet. This 

I think you just sort of an ""''' .. r·.<fi, .... sense of or a lot more of an 

sense of ,,,,o,~u,,,,, 

that's gonna carryon 

than you had before and that hasn't reached it's now, 

it's gonna a whole lot more when it starts like when the time 

comes to have a and stnff like that. 

And this is not an easy one to "~,,,m .. ~,v. For David and who have "."IUIl .... "', it is 

associated with pressure, pressure which is related to for and children: 

I feel as a man 1 feel fear in a sense not that I have to but I feel fear that I'm the last 

resort that gonna I've to defend the cave and I don't know if I can do 

that. I run away, I hide behind a rock. Int. 2, 

Claire: What does it feel like to be a man? 

Carl: Sometimes it feels sometimes it feels very There are all these that 

I've to I've got to do I've got to do all the male social and to a 

it's social behaviour that has ..... ', ....... it on and to a it's nPlr"".na choice via social 
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behaviour and a"'_"~Il'UJ'" nonus me here. And altlllOlllzh I do it with ......... " .... it still is sometimes 

... ''' .... , .. ~ oVlenlVhelllnilllg that I've got to nrc"'''''' the money, so I've to go to work. 

What is evident here is not the fact that what it feels like to be a man is _"'''~''_~ with in tenus of 

but that that res-po]nsllt)JIIt:~ IS eXl:rernel - "I feel fear" and "it still is 

that 1 ""'!lU"''''' is related to - "I've got to " .. r,m •• ", 

and "I feel fear that I'm the last resort". Which alludes to the source of the - it is not so much the 

but the fact that you are the "the last resort" which is and so 

of his sense of very . Carl's of the word serves to errlO/:]laSl the 

aloneness in this role. 

This enactment of for children in the discourse of domestic 

and The "successful man" In a conducted 

with black mine workers in South Rabe 

for his 

...,AIY'V''''''' how fatherhood is constructed this, 

a group of class black men. In response to the "How will you describe a fatherT' the 

response was that a father works and looks after his family. This 'VU-"'''''5 after" was mostly 

"v,,,,. .. ,,,,p·rl in terms of financial For men who relJresellt themselves in this way, 

nremu,,,, an essential prop to their (Wilmott and In 

late for one's is men 

who are in terms of their """"f'-Itv to U"""'''''''''. disabled 

men, class men and in South Africa where the 

the men in Rabe's 

W;",o..,ULHIlLUY than the men in my 

study have less 

class has been 

to enact this 

there are very few studies 

man" version of 

as a 

and Mac an and none in South Africa pel'solnal o..,UI.IllIIUllL".,."UUU, J. 

2 one can assume that umo,ul"'U men have even less to enact this 

ne!~enlol1ly Narratives of based around work and nr.,v."w.n for these men even 

further to the 

middle man, 

may be the 

with his wife and children" 

and illustrates that "fatherhood can increase a man's sense of his own failure and 

when he knows he cannot ""'''''1'AU''''' or nrr,vu!", for his wife and children" (p.29). 

It is at this that my Yn,~r,,~n('p becomes because it is a and failure that I as a 

woman of my age, race and class cannot fully ""''''1'1''('1'' I am not my "last resort", my father is. I as a 

viable one at 

year, my 

he loses his 

12 My addition 
13 My addition 

white woman have been able to pursue an academic and not I1U"U\.,1< .. , 

for my own de'{el'oOlne]nt and enrichment. I also know that out this academic 

has very little and that one of his greatest fears is that 

and will no be able to us. I know too that this drives him to his health and 
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his "UI'I-'''''''''''' But I also know that J am not every woman and that this is a function of my age, 

class and race. 

There is an element from this discussion. these pressures are vast, the core feature 

that nrr"'"V"'C anxiety, is that are a man's burden alone. This a function of ",.n<l,f>rp,<l social 

arrangements; these pressures are 

of this construct of man as 

constructed. Carl alludes to "all the male social . The root 

is also alluded to David - "defend the cave" and "hide behind a rock". 

The use of the "caveman" "", ... , .. ""'" taps into discourse of natural evolution and leads us down the 

to """"Ulla,,,,,,,,, the function of which is to fix in the constructed This us to 

the other element of the discussion thus of from naturalistic 

been used the oppre:sslon of women. as with the 

discussion around nannies we must very in the of gendj~red relations. 

This is a more and more female-headed-households where women are the sole 

breadwinners. most of these ""''''''1..1'', even when located within the same are for reasons 

linked to income differentials for women in and the difficulties sole and flU""', "" 

2003 and for a is a very real burden for the poorer \ ""au,,,,,_,, 

interviewees it is not theirs and as middle class white men in fact stand in a better 

1JU,~1l1UU to do so, than other rl""mll.or,"nll1, 

4.16. "This is no my hr{}ther. he is his son's father" 

as conceived within the discourse of nr'''''''''lon and is a 

feature of h ... ~",rn"'n1 masculinities Furthermore a father is "evidence" of the most 

unn"rl<>nt aspect of heJgernolrllc llW''' ... 'UUJIUU'''''', heterC)SeXUllllt It is this ne~~enl1orly that the discussions around 

fatherhood to, and which results in the pressure that these men feel. ru.,UVU'" he does not have 

for fatherhood is a element of U'~"'''''U'''U 

And I think a man as I mean a man comes with children. I can tell you when I identified my 

brother as a man and not my brother my brother with his around his feet about 

five years ago, was the first time that I realised this is no my h .. '~th .... he is his son's 

father. Int.l, 16/912004) 

The fact that this man is no defined by his ... ",'UU''''''''jJ with his brother but rather his to 

the that fatherhood carries in manhood. the way in which the birth of 

14 The General Household Surveys conducted by Statistics South Africa in 2002 and 2003 suggest that female-headed households across all 
races have consistently less income over all income and monthly expenditure categories. In 2002 of the all households with Wage/Salary 
Incomes 72% were headed by men, wherea~ only 28% were headed by women (Statistics South Africa, 2003, p.65). This is also true for 
2003, where 71 % were headed by men and 29% by women (Statistics South Africa, 2004, 70). Furthermore, in 2002, of all households in 
the lowest income bracket, those with monthly expenditures between RO-R399 month, were male headed and 45% female headed. 
In 2002, this was 52% male headed and 48% female headed. This is q>posed to in the income bracket, those with 

""I'''lIIlmlllt:s or RIO 000 and above, where in 2002, 91 % were male headed (9% female (Statistics South Africa, 2003, p. 
86% were male headed (14% female headed) (Statistics South Africa, 2004, p. 71), 
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his children has contributed to his sense of a man. He locates his children in the context of his life's 

I think to a 

because 

1118/2(04) 

I think children 

but also how U._ ... ' •• _ 

have had an effect on that but also not 

and me on my .......... ", (Carl, 

But the way in which a father has contributed to his lI-.11lrnF'V is by "'IHA''':'''5 him as a man: 

I am a father now, I have these guys I've to look are still my friends 

but I still realise that number one is I do have to look after physically at least if else 

and I am it. And I can look after other and so like in contact with younger 

like teenagers, 

more like I'm more a man than I'm 

feel I'm out of 

a 

you know (laughs). So that's become 

11/8/2004) 

He makes the direct association between his children and "more a man". The connection 

between fatherhood and "more a man" is that "I can look after . It is the of 

the fact that his most role is to take care of them - "number one is I do have to look after 

them" - that denotes What this is that the reason fatherhood is so central in the definition 

of for these men, is because it represents that of that of 

and allows for the ultimate enactment thereof. 

But this he~~elIlo does not go unchecked. The very of with the role serves to 

become a father for the first time. undermine it. This is illustrated by David who had very 

He describes how he has gone into a default of and , a default that he is 

with: 

I've gone into a default of prl()tecting, of which is a terrible because it's 

between the butler the the worker out there, 

"''''.,....,'t ... ;: .... which I can't be. 

The reason for this is not because he feels his role is OVI!rVllheltrumg to be 

around 

to be 

which I can't be" - but also that it is a role that does not allow him to "mother" his and it would be "far 

nicer her: 

At this stage it's far nicer Emma than to do the or like that. So 

that's difficult and I also know that Emma. needs she doesn't need me to mother it's 

great and it's not that I'll never it's not that I'm not gonna cradle her not gonna walk around with her 

and rub her back but she needs my wife to be and to be there for her more than I think she 
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needs me too. But I sneak in the times with her and that means less and means, somewhere 

another of my life loses out. 

David envisions a much more intimate than we saw in the earlier 

section of the men's pv,npripnf"Pc with their own fathers. This is active rearticulation of what is masculine. 

"Intimate ,n"r.n"n",o as a visible mode of appear to be younger 

men as a means of themselves from an older male np"pr",t,,"n< order which translated into distant 

p. to 1-I",,,,,,,,,,.,.rI and Mac an Ghaill this is 

a function of the IlHJld.H""1l11JII of masculinities and the of a 

to and serves to undermine the h"'~QT1nAT1 notions of the "distant 

bread wi n ner" p. this mode of resistance is not open to all. Rabe out 

that even within the group of mineworkers she interviewed more "involved" and "distant" fatherhoods could be 

identified. In more "involved" versions 

the mines where many men are this is 

I.?"t"rn"", to 

For the most 

even from within his 

person in his Ud'''~lllCI life 

present and in the context of 

resistance is not 

now is her mother whom she needs more than 

she needs her father "she needs my wife to be 

too". The result of this is a sadness which is 

and to be there for her more than I think she needs me 

of him into her room at 

be with this little in whose life he feels The about this .,n"' .. ·p"th, 

divide between his and his wife's is that are a function of social eXIJectatio The 

to 

very use of the word to "mother" which he uses here to denote: "cradle "walk around with her" and "rub her 

back", to the very construction of these activities. But it is a construction that for David is 

more or less fixed: 

can trust it, can on it, it will to get it's a 

DrotE~ct,nr. that's what a man is for me. A for me with the is I'm very I 

love the as well and the and it's ; ........... ..t" that a man must have that 

but that is not for me JrulOlIl04:>U, it's what a woman is better at, not that a man shouldn't do 

and shouldn't do 

and a man 30%. 

difference for me is where a woman 80% of that 

Int.l, 

It is this very same that causes him sadness and to feel excluded from his that has ,,,,,,,,,a' ... ,u 

women to the domestic and been the cornerstone of His 

demarcation of the woman as "80%"nurturer as A~~A0",1 to the man who be "30%" nurturer and whose 

nnm",rv role is that of ""'·At.>~t.~r" to discourses of essentialism - "it's what a woman is better at"-

virtue of a woman, whereas for him it's CAm",''', he chooses and is an addition to his rather 

than to it - "I love the part as well". 

15 dd" Mya Ilion 
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David's is in that it illustrates the some men of very 

There is a real sense of sadness around this role that he feels he must fulfil. His 

to Pleck's 1990) male sex role strain in which he 

that men PYlnp"1""rp difficulties in the and unrealistic or Ull'I.-WlJll<" nature of sex 

role 68) and the social condemnation that results from their violation. as 

out this fails to the or of adherence to dominant 

of some, resilient resistance to them on the part of or confused combinations of 

the two in others" The reason is that these roles are located in dynamics of power. 

David and Carl's to these roles are not they still serve to perpetuate ne:gernoniC 

relations. their to the notion of women as nurturers, who 

and pro,tecltors who must enter the 

in the domestic 

'-H"""',""" and Mac 

an order. 

4.17. Babies 

The "'L'"'IS''''''' foundation of the "roles" that men and women fulfil is a very n,....,,,,,,,+. characteristic in the talk 

women to the domestic of differences between men and women. As illustrated above it serves to 

them from """ ... h,r>",,,tl 

men's overall power over women" 

in ec(mc)ml 

1990, p. 

cultural and VlJIlU,""'" 

This demarcation of 

and is the "root of 

spaces was encountered 

earlier in the discourse of ""'lU--.r,11 and Mac an However this arrangement is more 

ent.rerlched, when reSpOlllUe mobilise discourse around babies. 

l1cl!LIlU'Ul<" this notion is In all accounts except for one, the extracts reflect one 

interviewee's responses. His were chosen not as a reflection of all the men, but as the most extreme of 

how this can be mobilised in ways and as the extract to ue'vas:tatmg 

lU"",UlIJ5'v'U effect. In to the women that work for him as "frontliners"; 

need a where can arri ve at can rerlegotl:ate hours if become pr4~gl1lant, 

then there mustn't be any pressure on them as far as to n .. ,r-t·nrm inside that on 

a where need to be there all the time and who are 

calls and whatever. A that if left that in 

and ... .... ,._.' .• - not there to further their careers. when it comes to a 

woman, unfOirtulnaltel,y or fOirtunately. say tor1ulllately 

so therefore their career if 

to have 

babies and get to leave the ""n,rlLr,nl are career women 

then 

The is 

suffer". Because 

level". It makes 

your careers to suffer in the face of babies because it will have to. 

to leave the and "then expect your careers to 

become nrp'on"nt are unable to handle pressure and cannot at 

sense then that men dominate senior management the world over. What is COnS~)lClllOIJS 
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in its absence is the role of men in this process of babies. We need to ask ourselves how it is that women 

"become and it is that one partner out of the two who are is 

in the way that Andrew's account suggests. Further to there is no talk about rnlntr,'rp'nt, 

etc. etc. etc. - in 

lea ve, alternative work 

any reference to the 

mothers who have no choice but to work 

way in which the paid labour market discriminates 

women. there is an active attempt to construct this exclusion as 

to have babies" and get to leave the "U]I:;l'.""ll"'l'. that the 

very means of 

extract: 

is a very favourable alternative. This is more '-''''I>''''-UI articulated in the 

one's 

The horrible about it is you think about the home and you think that it seems more trivial to 

have the upper hand in the home than to have the upper hand in the business where the power is. 

I think that's a load of horse because I'd say this is the most to have the 

upper hand because this is where you live and work is where the power d ........ ,,.,,I .. is. So this 

of the feminist movement or to get women into the and all that, I'm 

into it as far as I believe that women should be allowed to excel in .. v,~....."thii ... ", but is it 

necessary.. has it made us any better off or are we really that further on because now there 

are some women that are and 8/l0/2004) 

In the above he manages to convince himself that it is better to "have the upper hand" in the domestic 

he admits that power lies in that of by women into 

the we are not "better off'. The fact that "women should be allowed into the 

at all is that the domain of women, but of men, who retain the to 

include and exclude. This all, in of the fact that he claims to be into" women 

for the difference between himself and his partner is that for children ''' .. ,~~'''''' 

mnlnrt"nr are but one dimension of his purpose - the other dimensions a business and 

his For his children is the role that she needs to fulfil and when she does "it 

will almost be like when she hits her 

But there's a time and Catherine knows that she wants to have babies and she wants to stop work or 

have a work that she can do from home and it will almost be like when she hits her groove. Where 

for me, I don't have that in me because for me my groove is to be when I've babies 

and I own my business and I'm away and I'm a So that's my groove. 

8110/2004) 

Fundamental to these is a alllJ"""'V which consists of a man and a woman, i.e. heterosexual 

i.e. 

It would be difficult to this of and domestic labour in a homosexual 

on the 

,p_"n,npr class. This cOl1ceptllalllSal]01 

that the 

of 

is in a to have one 

and its "nr,rnnri"t "roles" is not it 
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is located in a frame of reference which informs this 

middle class whiteness and tlpjPl"(",py, 

4.18. M:<lsc:ullini,ty and 1I" ... .n',,,,,,,,,, 

Part 4 

"'1I1111.1I!; with 

by 

The of as a man is varied across the interviews. In most cases it is shrouded in the costs 

incurred by masculine enactment, but there are times where the tension that invokes is 

articulated. he and understands the power and that a man entitles him 

to, Adam does not feel it: 

60 

From my and I don't presume to for all men, the surlpo:sed of access 

to positliol1lS of power, easy access to and in whatever way you I don't 

PYllllE'r'IPrl(,p it. I understand that I have certain more so than I understand that it's 

more that a woman would be attacked if she walked down the road than if I walked the 

road. I do understand those 

nrlvllelJ'piI1 po:sltlion to have. 

and I suppose to some extent those are 

eXllllE'l'ilE'll{,1E' of it is not that I have a 

but it's not a 

PO!.ltl,on, no. 

This between an intellectual ""'''''''''5 of and emotional grasp thereof is a common feature of 

(200 1) narrative of whiteness 

manifest here in Adam's 

skies (I just don't know what to and is 

This conflict Williams' m 

that is "in a at the roots of the mind" (p. and manifests in a 

conflict of and coherent sense of self. 

makes the useful distinction between -isms as structural rather than as "",,,·c'-,,,,, 

issues. Adam's intellectual and - "I understand that it's more that a 

woman would be attacked if she walked down the road than if I walked the road"- is an illustration of his 

intellectual grasp of that structural But never he doesn't feel that this 

relevant to a schism in his intellectual and emotional .. v,,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,, 

with the way in which he access to !-'V'HWlJ"" 

and in whatever way you want"_ 

whatever way you want", it's about easier access than others. He does illustrate this 

less but he also negates it - "it's not a 

the to is in our a function of IS 

to do 

easy access to 

access" "in 

of 

that 

to all women, who 
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face the threat of male violence on a 

that he is. 

basis. The fact that he does not feel cannot negate the fact 

But that does not the fact that he also inhabits a as a gay man. Never felt that 

he had any access to , he may feel that he never had access to the that that ,,,,,,,, ...... ,, •• ,,y 

afforded. He is at once in 

contexts. He feels 

and dominant I-'V""'-""'''' 

to: 

and these dimensions out in different 

Men who are younger than me; men who are smaller than me; men who arc somewhat 

more I suppose would be the word to use, I feel more power over if that's the word. 

I feel like I'm the person in power and I that and sometimes - I wouldn't say I abuse it - but I 

use it to my Int. 2, 

to men who exhibit more 

Men who arc taller than me, men who are older than me, <I",IIi .. :'.",II" "'It .... i .. t.t men, men, 

men who are hYlpelr-n13s,cu.line. l:'wpnl1v_IrwO twenll:V-:ml 

some attitude and a sense of - those men I feel olsem,powereo 

.", ... t_< ..... 11 students with 

if that makes any sense? 

There's a sense of less power and to some extent it's not the same with women. Int. 2, 

It is not a power which he can transpose onto women. And when he considers his I-'V~'LJ.V"«"Ly vis a vis 

women he is very aware that the fact that I am a man me power over women" even if are in 

I'm more comfortable and I feel more prrlnIIWIPr('11 when I'm with a WODl3n I as a 

She can be the MD of a company and I would be much less 

anxious if I had to meet with her pr;[)fessi1omilly So definit1ely, the fact that I am a man 

me power over women. And dare I say it, to some extent still the fact that I'm white me 

power over who are not white. Int. 2, 

He is also aware that his whiteness works in similar ways to his .... "'" .......... ,,.1 in that it me power over 

who are not white". His is a positionality which also U""_UIJ'''''') different sides of different 

These ODI)OS:It1C)nS serve not to create tensions between himself and but 

within himself as well. His sensitive of his his in 

the last three extracts, stands in contrast to his more intellectualised engagement with and denial of 

which in many ways serve to contradict each other. A ... "'."V ..... A process indeed. 
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4.19. Whiteness and Prii",il"" .. ,,. 

In the same way that masculine 

pYl~prlpn(,pfl in a conflicted 

is in tension with its costs, so white is also 

The axis around which this conflict is that of whiteness as 

threatened and at the same time "",~-fr.~ntin the that it affords. This tension occurs to 

within and across accounts and manifests in different contexts, like 

62 

There have been other times since then where I have about white the first 

my first year in res where one of white guys in a black 

res, the res in South where you were very much the and there was definite 

tension within the there was a lot of hatred. 

Threat is "v,,,,,,·,,,.'" 

black res" and 

in terms of a numerical 

were very much the 

white guys in a 

"hatred" and "tension". 

it is not clear what the source of this tension is. This threat to one of the core 

characteristics of South African whiteness as defined 

been "constellated around discourses of resistance 

that as a numerical it has 

a constant threat" What this account does is 

invoke "The fear of overrun, the fear of domination" a feature of the colonial master narrative. 

This sense of threat is carried into other contexts, like 

From my side I'm still white which is harder in the wf1,rknl~ICP because I know if I fuck up I would 

have to work so hard to another 

because of the fact that I'm a white man I don't have access to it. So there's a lot 

of in~lcc'essibilih and there's a lot of to cope with what and there's a lot of if you 

don't then ... there's a lot of i~"op .... if.,,, about the secure future - in a nutshell. I don't know that this 

time next year I will have a 

The threat is that of about the future - "I don't know that this time next year I will have 

it is not clear what is not and not allowed to "fuck because if 

you is very hard. The of is echoed Mark at the time of the 

I""m,pnl in the ('(\rn,~r<>t" sector: 

this year has been i~,> .. ~",a.l" into areas where my skills are of as, 

I've been to careers, and career and going into a firm 

for some of the that I'm at doing, but thinking Well because I'm 

I can get my foot in the the guys will see that 1've got to get 

somewhere but the that I could possillJly fit into are BEE Economic ErnnO'lll,prmf'nt 

or affirmative action Int. 1, 
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The reason for his a hard is that are "BEE or affirmative action . These 

fears and difficulties are real. I know this not from these accounts but in that my who is white and 

Qrr,,.,.',",'''''' in the sector, similar and himself to way the 

lirf"rnpnt<: of But as with all the discussions thus far we need to locate these within 

broader socio-economic realities. All these men young black men and 

women their age do not. n .. ,r1 .. ,n ... ·" of discrimination in the 

mechanisms such as corporate culture and informal communication networks. These result in 

manifestations of racism like lack of the and other obstacles that are not 

by white protes:slOlmis 

Talk around the 

(2001) narratives of ",h,tQ"" 

and resultant threat to 

This shouldn't 

can be located in two of 

to a white and Don't think white it's Both 

to a normative whiteness which is informed the master colonial narrative. The whiteness constructed here is 

class and the with to manifest in relation to these areas of 

that can sustain that social iJV""I'UU. 

This UVj'''"ll11w is evident for those who are "Pllr_p,nr" as well. Andrew co-owns his own business: 

to my brother about this and he read this book on, I think it's called Tears for my and 

it's about the In in South Africa and how this guy reckons the in here are 

much harsher than the that were in in 1980 in Zimbabwe the white man. And I 

was also w(mdlenm~ like you kind of get the that we're a Sunset Clause or that's 

it's to stabilise and to get on. And then you think to 

U"'\~all"'" it seems that all these that on into 

all these different that the Government's .......... !; 

almost seem to be ..... ,n"" .... f'v and "nlnon,~rt:ino the black ..... ",j"" ••• f'v Int. 2, 

This account to (2001) This shouldn't to a white which is "a story of whiteness 

This account seems to come off the pages of the same book. It is 

to note that the measures Andrew like are measures in to 

target wealthier The fact that Andrew once to the 

classed nature of his whl1t .. np"" and the of South Africa's racialised socio-economic He does 

not 'nt. .. ,.,."rf't it in this way, hn,,,-,,,'vpr but sees it as direct of whites a hostile black government. This 

very much to the normative of the narrative in that white ",v"",,-.t,,,rl to be rich and if 

are not, are not This relies on a whiteness which is This 

is illustrated in the 'U"U'IVUI'" extract. about black business in 

So is he to elevate his status to the that he is now And even if he does I'm 

about a black person, I'm not about and all black this black person that 
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we're if he does now, the cultural differences that he has is that to ........ ,,,,>.1t a 

nrn,nl.,.n1I to intlernlinlglirlg amo,ng:st all of us I think it would? IntI, 16/9/2004) 

The fact that this black person must "elevate his status" to show that he can be assumes that he is less 

amongst all of us". than. l"llrth .. rrno,rp his "cultural differences" are constructed a to 

Andrew does not engage the 

be the 

that he 

and the uU"f'vn...." 

have to elevate his status or that his culture 

norm. 

It is this norm that Justin ov.'le(lQe:s head on. he admits that if he were in the "I"> ...... r"·.,I,, 

environment he feel threat.elll~d, as a businessman he feels very that his whiteness and his 

him at a massive over other South Africans: 

I think who talk about BEE as "",rth,F'ul in reverse, I've got no time for! I think if you can't 

make it as. to create or be an entrepreneur or start a business 

as a white person in this country then you as well ... I know it's nasty, but you as 

well fuck off. That's my nasty because I think that the still favours white even 

.. I'm not even in a "olrnr'T"I' .. environment so I'm very clear this is my 

'~~'~''''h for I'm and if I go in the middle of the Gobi 

and if I was 

I'll set up a 

business or I'll do cArn",thi like that so I need to remember that but that's my 

So I think that the fact that I to someone with a 

a white person, is to stand me in very stead. So I'm aware that I'm very 

I'm still very Int. 2, 

his whiteness - "the system still favours white" - and '5"'"11111;''''' - "a 

accent" as the around which his success he locates this success very in the social and 

the nature of this 

pn!CedUl}l; accounts he 

OP'TlI">n" he undermines its to render itself as "natural" Unlike the 

Im()wlled:!!es his 

ulliCOInpllc;atea, other contexts illuminate how threat and 

in this context this 

work in a more 

I feel scared in my own sometimes. I've met a lot of 

beautiful and I became friends with them and I extended 

is 

tension. 

and come across 

what the 

initial purpose was up in or wherever. Become friends with them 

and them to to doctors and them. But then there's this one that. .. one 

I'll visit then someone will on purpose be rude to me and then I'm in his world and no-one is 

to take my side there and a bit like threatened that. Int. 2, 1 

Carl admits to "scared". He associates this fear with 

assume to be pn~d()mmaintl black. His 

who he has met in 

is located in his sense 

,whom we can 

virtue of his 

and does not - "I'm in his world". this is the same sense of 

16 Langa is a predominantly black and poorer suburb of Cape Town 
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rpnnrt,>n by black students of 

threat that he with 

in a white world 

~"I~prlpnrp" of 

with De 

beautiful 

It is a fear and 

- whom he has 

befriended through a common white: 

I feel threatened as a white because I feel like I am a lnt. 2, 1 

His narrative echoes elements of the ..,,,,>l .... ,,,,,, whiteness of It shouldn't 

200 I). At the same n"","",~pr he realises how his fear is not rational and aeJnnl£e1 motivated 

race: 

... I in Sea and I and I'm for directions and as I five seconds later 

there're three black guys round my car and I cOirnplet,ely freak out and I drive 

haJ:lpelled to be a 

you 

leave me alone. But it 

it was dark five 0' clock and their stuff on the road or "VA,"';;"U 

feels to me like that. Sometimes I'm scared. lnt. 2, I 

He makes a connection between his sense of threat and the fact that the are black. On 

and 

It 

he realises that 

that his fear is located 

are their stuff on the road" and innocent" and 

in their blackness. He also realises that black are victims of crime as well 

and is with the racial he has attached to the threat he feels: 

I'm not sure how some blacks feel in the f .... ., .. "hii..,,,, and if also feel like and 

seems like a few bad that make life like that for everyone, me and other or if 

mtenltlOilall) on me as a white male. lnt. 2, 1 

Not does he name the racialised nature of his fear but he undermines it loc:atimg it in a broader context of 

where the urban poor and in South Africa that means black are more threatened crime 

than any other nPTnn,r>r<>nn. 

page out of the book Under 

This of his whiteness and the racialised nature of his are a 

skies 2001) and serve to create space for more constructive ways of 

with race. 

colonial narrative. 

""<,"0'''0 with the racial nature of his fear Carl can start to ... u .... ,,"'v .. it and 

17 The nature of this interest wa~ not stated during the interview. 
18 A suburb of Cape Town 

..".,,,.,"" .... the 
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Part 5 

Other Voices and the Road to Transformation 

It is at this that we have to ask ourselves some seem to more with their race and 

than others. ""W~'6" we cannot claim to draw lines of we can start to reflect on the 

life pV'''Ipr,p"t'P< that lead to moments of awareness and examine how these moments contribute to more 

or less critical masculinities and whitenesses. 

The presence of black voices in one's np,',p"t'P of one's whiteness is that can redefine it and can 

IUi",lli'S"< the of as a lived pVlnp,',p"t'" Carl's story of his first awareness of 

white is noticeable in that it occurs in the very loud presence of "others" and for that reason, is pelmf:atf:d the 

of not the "norm", an inverted power He tells the of to a "'>;"L'~'''"V with a 

coloured friend: 

Just like confronted with the a white to a 

to dance with here and you can't you don't have the so 

much that but like shocked out of This is not your world. You don't assume you 

understand "",,th',"'" because friends with Jonathan and come here <,,"I'i'S'Il. 

You don't know ..... 'uthi ... '" about this world. 

He characterises his state before the incident as na"ive, the 

JLU"~'''''' - "shocked out of nai vete" - of his whiteness "Look 

a new dimension to his 

and that his sense of 

agency and V~'V",b'''6 is not IV'''' ........ ''''] secured -"This is not your world". The consequence of this 

is a realisation of his difference and a (h<nn,tu'on of his a function of 

I didn't do much with it until a bit later when I realised it was so, so 

create any form of that I know about that 

rrt)O~lnt of me to even say or 

world without 

been conscious in that world. It's an insult So I've two choices here: either I must 

admit that I don't know and have total when I see that person for him to portray his world 

to me or I've 

unwelcome then I've 

I've 

to ask 

are different worlds and I can't 

to go in there and put my way in there and if I'm found 

and go and do the process, but that 

make ass,uDJptions. 

This invol ves "n,'",,";; very at himself and his and the "the 

Not so is arrogance. This is in stark contrast to the earlier narratives around school and 

located the "race work" with De 2003) with the black children and students. 

which 
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His of race is also fTP"nprpn His not is marked by not able to get a to dance with 

him. Heterosexual np,,.-f-r-.,,",o central in the successful enactment of these racialised 

the notion that black women are black men's "domain" 

and white women are white men's "domain". In this context, the fact that Carl is and the women are 

prevents him from Ambivalent (Glick and 20ot) 

of white men not able to dance and black more These c'PY'p.r"",,,,,"c 

on the same manner as those discussed earlier and illustrate how 

narrative such as this. 

they are - even in a sensitive 

and 

Carl's transformative one which marked naivete to awareness, is echoed David. In a reversed 

he realises the nature of his the discrimination by his coloured 

peers. His witness of the of "others'" lives has a similar 

He describes an incident with his cricket team in 

the 1"\P'"lP""'" of the 

all went to the 

of his race. 

and the 

coloured were not allowed access. He reflects on the 

The first time I realised I'm white and that I'm was round about twelve years, 

twelve. I cricket and I was of a cricket team in Smalltown and we were half coloured and 

half white and we went out to the as a team to go and we went we walked into 

and I was very 

gonna for a 

lived in and I was was Ok we're gonna go out tonight we're 

it was way back those and I said Let's go as a team to the and we 

walked into the and the manager kicked out the seven. I was first I never saw that 

cOImlllg so that tells me that I wasn't that aware of the different colours because I would 

never have taken them into that situation and were kinda wary No we're part of a team let 

you in and we got kicked out, well they got kicked out, we all left but that was the first time I 

realised that Gee I'm I'm different how would handle us. (David, Int.l, 

Like Carl, this incident marks a transition from naivete to awareness of race, and in this case, race His 

reference to the fact that he was "confused" to a of race around the fact that "I'm 

different how would handle us". 

These incidents of race awareness are very different to the earlier accounts of evasion and threat. The most 

remarkable difference is that in these accounts race is made visible and as a is 

The other remarkable difference is the presence of black voices in the narrati ves. In the school 

black seem to be more like extras, whereas in these accounts are much more 

much so that in Carl's narrative even have Justin's interaction with his wife (who is 

for 

IS a 

so 

of how the presence of the others' voices facilitates reflection which 

tells the story of a black man who swindled him out of some money: 

whiteness. He 

19 A popular South African sleakhouse franchise 
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So the for me is still how hard I find it in that situation to be because he 

nice to see came around on and I was like Veronica was and I was 

you, nQrti,,,.dQrllv nice to see him because he dicked me over last time 

or he tried to dick me over last 

there're 6.6 billion 

you know that ... kind of 

So Nice to see but not 

and I'm 

hard and 

And then he went and Veronica was like 

door ""'1>"1"" and Yes? No thank you. 

but sorry this ain't to 

sorry but I ain't your meal ticket 

I'd been taken of. 

look I'm sorry, no, no, no, no, no! 

If it had been me, I'd have op.ene,a the 

And that would be more 

authentic and real for me but I noticed how difficult I find it sometimes to do that. Is that white 

is it is it ... but I'm a nice guy, you know! 

The presence of Veronica's voice - "If it had been me"- Justin to lux~taJ)m;e his reaction to this black man, 

which is very much conflicted - "Hi nice to see versus "it wasn't 

wife's. The fact that she is black this conflict even further and 

nice to see him"- with his 

the role of race in the 

interaction for him - "Is that white guilt, is it is it... but I'm a nice guy, you know!" Ac:corOlng to Clark 

a white person in antiracism should feel full of contradictions and never as 

I have 'arrived'" (p. Justin is in constant battle with his racism: 

But so aware of how I've been up as a racist and how those old habits take a lifetime of 

down. I have to confront my racism every 

slow car in the middle lane and this woman was 

I was now and there was this 

like this and it was a black woman and In 

my head was all this tirade of real racist shit and I'm a grown man and I'm res;polnsi for that and 

what's .. nn .... rt ..... r is that I'm able to own it rather than it own me. But it's scary it is scary. 

Int. 2, 1 

for it and it are the greatest to the 

colonial narrative. like all the stories in this skies 2001), a 

where there exists the (p. and where the narrator is committed 

to their own More it is a where whiteness is 

and and thus , no has the to abuse" 

Furthermore, it is a whiteness which can that can "stand up to white , be accountable for it's 

past - "be aware of it, be very aware of it" and work towards transformation. It is a whiteness aware but not 

shame and and a whiteness that can therefore find a Skies: 

and say, Don't be ashamed of white. Stop that It's my role to stand up to white 

bullshit! That time is gone. make no .. n" ....... ", but ashamed of it 

is not to it. Be aware of be very aware of it, Don't stand I'm 

ashamed I'm it's not to go "m,,,,,""'-" Int. 2, 11/812004) 
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CHAPTERS 

'V.'U".UJ;:; Remarks 

It is very difficult to reach any conclusions about the nature of the masculinities and whitenesses that these men 

inhabit. In fact the of these poses more instead of 

answers. We cannot draw "universal truths" from these men's stories. Nor was this the aim of this study. 

Instead this study set out to the the ways in which these men 

at once perpetuate and dominant ways of a man and white in South Africa 

but there are strands and characteristics that hold these stories in their 

strands that I will reflect on here. 

Each story is 

It is these 

These identities are 

which hold in 

with tension: a tension between .. ~.~'"'''' in sanctioned ways of 

male and white and ways of white and a man that and 

that This tension occurs both between and within ri"", .... ,>c of each 

become more salient at different times. These tensions render these identities both resilient and fragile - resilient 

in their collective to and in their of ways of it. It seems, 

that in some, this "~'''~''b~ in itself becomes more as some men engage counter "vlt;'"""'" 

discourse more 

The confirms an ITln,nriQnt characteristic of it is about not To render it as 

serves to obscure the nature of that . As the literature suggests, woman" is the most fundamental 

way of not 

measured. 

man" and sisters emerge as the female "other" 

is the next most fundamental way of not 

features as an in these men's of 

which man is 

of 

it is 

other men, that are the 

shows that there are .... U,""'LI ... 

the fact that this 

and claim this 

renders no:mo,se;mEUI the 

as legltunalely masculine. In doing so 

the very foundation of ""',0;""""''''''' u .. ","'u ..... 

The also shows that there are both benefits and costs incurred in helgernoltllc ways of 

U""""'~"'ULY and whiteness. It further shows that the men in this exerCIse 

with these benefits and costs. Some evade the benefits and collude with the costs, while some "rk'nnm 

benefits as well as the costs. Whatever the individual the of some of these h",N .. ,nnn, 

the 

forms 

of and whiteness and their on the lives of these .... o"''',nri .. fl'tc cannot be denied. 

however, can the benefits. 

In addition to the these masculinities are laden with the burden that comes with the role of 

man" in relation to for a partner and 

shows how these masculinities are ",.."u,,.,ht in an inextricable context of class and race, each 

the other. Much of the burden of gelllOmc man" is a function of man" ofa 

to reinforce 

class. 
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Much of the burden of whiteness is a function of that of a class. 

the nature of these burdens must be in the context of the burdens of other I-''''UWJHO'' .. ,'-'", 

who historical have an even greater to carry. This illustrates the of the 

intersection of race, class and 

The also reveals that fathers seem to be the most "others" in the of these young 

masculinities. Most these fathers emerge as the of masculinities in their sons, who 

must to a standard informed by class and Fatherhood in turn, serves as a marker of that 

he.gelTIony located most within a discourse of domestic For the 

how children contributes to some men's ""''''''''15 of themselves as men, as oppo~,ed to 

The way in which children contribute to this is that the context to enact the ne;gelTIomc 

masculine role of 

the 

breadwinner" models of male 

suggests that fatherhood also provides 

lU'I,",'''''' in discourses of domestic 

to -'''~''''''f'~ "distant 

of close 

with children contributes to the creation of a space for the 

and serves as a form of resistance to the hegemony of the 

.... "' ..... ,lV .. ' .. 'J feminine 

for some men. 

the uncovers a to discourses of nature in 

the reflection on male and female "roles" in the and women in are 

still constructed as the and men the nr,,,vl,(lpT< thus 1-''-'''''''''''''5 a 

In addition to the "others" that emerge in the discussions around there are those "others" 

who emerge most in the discussions on whitenesses. In line with much around white 

children's relaWJm;llllJS with black domestic these women seem to be the most dominant "others" in 

the de'vellJPrnel of these young whitenesses. These are whitenesses which are, in this context, 

"" •• "i",r",r! and classed. As the these are also whitenesses which emerge in a 

context. The location of these very pel~sonal aW.ms·nl[JS within a broader social frame of class and 

racial makes them ",yj·r"'.rn"'.1 both and politically. 

Further to all whitenesses are not created The illustrates Afrikaans- and 

"1.,.·0. ....... )'; men as the literature different of whiteness and It 

difference located within a power in which Afrikaansness is seen as less. In the 

South African whiteness this is an lmn()1rr::'lnr consideration. 

the confirms that there are different ways of white" and of man". There is 

evidence of alternative ways of Some men are their racism and 

sexism and it is their voices that we need to nurture and embolden so that they may become the dominant ways 

of 
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In addition to all of the the shows how different men are at different of between 

evasion and '"'-'1';''',,,''''''''' of Although we cannot about all men in this way, 

in this the men from the men's group and the men from my social circle seem to demonstrate a different 

with these issues. there seems to be a sense of retreat into domi nant 

discourse among the men of my social group than among those from the men's group who in large, begun 

to "u,''"''''''''''~..., this discourse. This is not to say that all the men in the men's group do not draw on he)gernoJl1Ic 

discursive resources and that the men in my social group do not engage in serious of these 

resources. We do not know whether there is a '''''''Ll'IU~H'f.' between this different '~"o~'~o~ of 

the men's group. This would further research. It is, however, also to note that it is in the 

narratives of the men from the men's group that the voices of the "other" are most - partners, 

lovers. This is an observation. It seems, hmAlP'JPT that these voices and the that carry, in some 

way, facilitate a shift towards critical ~ .. ,.,~,..,~,,, 

I am different for 

me with a to with my own 

have "~'uu,,.u these men's stories heard those of 

""i","''''''''''"' ways of doing. 

these conversations and this paper. It has 

f.''''UU"I';'''''''' and my positionality as a woman. I 

as well as my own, and I am richer for it. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Model Lo:mlllonenl:S of the Interview Situation 

Social roles +(past/future) history 
Interactional and strategy 

Interviewer 

Emotionalities and evaluations 
Model of human subjectivity 

Referents 
Channels 
Message forms 
Codes: norms of interpretation 

Power balance 

Social roles +(past/future) history 
Interactional goals and strategy 

Informant 

Type of communication event (norms of social nrl"llnrilO<tv\ 
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APPENDIX 2 - CALL FOR PARTICIPATION FOR SOCIAL CIRCLE 

panlC~lpanlts needed - , .. , .. " ........ ' .... '3 in South Africa: Interviews 

Hi my name is Claire. Some of you may know me other's not. For those that I'm a friend of Jean and 

Warren's and I'm a Masters in Studies at ocr. 

v"'." ........ "'. interest and dissertation is .u",,,,,.u,,,,,, y in white A"~'''''''''U''' Y in South Africa. I would 

very much "nTUP'·."" 

work. 

the palrticipaltion of five young, white men, mid 20's to mid like to inform my 

I started 

masculine 

in the area of feminism and lU"",""UlIlln y a few years ago. The more I read the more I felt that 

esp. white masculine is very much unljerret're~;ented and very often in 

as well as 

eXIJt:llt:II.U::, the men in my 

This realization was not academic. More and more my 1l""."UU,l1 

my my friends did not fit the mould of "all purpose 

bad . The more I attention to what said and did the more I realized that a man, as with 

a woman, is much more ""'Tlnls>v than is often allowed for. 

The purpose of my dissertation then is to 

in South Africa. What does it mean to be a 

owner etc. etc. etc. and the hundreds of other 

what makes you what makes you 

what it means to you, to be a man, and more than a white man 

a a son, a a a a a home 

that men are? How you are the same, how are you u ............. .. 

ofa How have your made you who you are? 

This study is not meant to be another of how racist and sexist South African men are but rather an honest 

space to the of our identities and alternatives to the - who we are 

as to what we're made out to be. I would ask you to share a bit of that with me. 

Palrti(:ip'lti(m would involve: 

• 2 x one hour interviews .v ..... "."'''- very much on life expel'iellce and 

• between interviews 

If you are interested or have any '1u,,,, .... v,,,,, contact me on 0833997301 or ~'''''''~'~''J'~V'V~'~ .. IUU,J ..... y .... !I.. 

I look forward to from you. 

Claire 
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APPENDIX 3 - CALL FOR PARTICIPATION FOR MEN'S GROUP 

Dear Men's 

.t'artl.~lpan'ts needed - M:asculinit:y in South Africa: Interviews 

name is Claire a Masters in Studies at VCT. interest and 

dissertation is ~'U'~""'U""J' pu ... ",,~.u. white in South Africa. I would very much "n1~r"",j"t" the 

oartlCI.Datlon of five young, emiol.Dvf:O men, mid 20's to mid to inform my work. 

I was referred to the Men's Zimitri Erasmus. She also lent me video of the work that the does. I 

was very moved the work that I saw. sentiments eXlpre:ss(:d on the video echo the rationale behind 

my 

I started in the area of feminism and "AU,~"""U'''J' a few years ago. The more and more I read the more I felt 

that masculine is very much nOI:m:prlesente:o and very often mi:srepn:sente:d in studies as well as 

This realization was not academic More and more my the men in 

my my my my friends did not fit the mould of "all purpose oP1Dre:ssor". The more I 

attention to what said and did the more I realized that a man, as with a woman, is 

much more cOlnplex than is often allowed for. 

The purpose of my dissertation then is to 

in South Africa. What does it mean to be a 

owner etc. etc. etc. and the hundreds of other 

what makes you what makes you 

what it means to you, to be a man, and more than a white man 

a a son, a a a a un.",,,.,,,,,,, a home 

that men are? How you are the same, how are you r1;f'f",r",nt 

How have your made you who you are? This 

is not meant to be another of how racist and sexist South African men are but rather a space to 

the ........ ll1v'''' .. ,n of and alternatives to the The men in the Men's have 

entered into this space, I would ask for the of of it with you. 

articiJ,atiion would involve: 

• 2 x one hour interviews v\j ..... U"Uli5 very much on life .... AIV""' .... ', ....... and 

• between interviews {n.'.;r'~~,l\ 

If you are interested or have any questlOIJIS contact me on 083 399 7301 or ....... , .. A'.H] 

Kindest 

Clo.ire 
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APPENDIX 4 • INTERVIEW AGREEMENT 

Interview A"' .......... ,~ .. t 

I, ________________________ .... agree that I am and in an interview 

with Claire on this day _________ _ at ____________________ __ 

I understand that these interviews from 

Town in 2004. 

of a dissertation for a Masters in Studies at the 

I understand that I will ... ,,,-tiri ... ,,tp in two one-hour interviews and that I may a 

understand that ---'-1""",., the is UIJ'CAU""'. 

I understand that the researcher may use the information from these interviews and the 

I understand that my name will remain anonymous. 

I understand that the interview will be recorded so that the researcher may more 

report. 

I understand that I may discontinue my palrtic:ip~ltlo'n at any of the research. 

I understand and agree to the above terms and conditions. 

Date: _________ _ 

Date: _________ _ 

between interviews. I 

reflect my views in the 
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APPENDIX 5 - INTERVIEW 

Interview One 

1. back on your life what was the most MI".IlUll,;i1.iU time for you in who you are 

now? 

2. In what ways was this time formative? 

3. Do you remember any other such sig;niticant times? 

4. In what ways was ...... formative? 

5. back at your life when did you first become aware of a 

6. What to about this awareness in 

7. you tell me about other times when you were aware of a Could you tell me a bit more 

about these 

8. What difference did it make a rather than a 

9. When was the first time you became aware of a man? 

10. What marked this transition from to manhood for Could you tell me a bit more about.. .. ? 

11. LAJU1\.."'''' back on your life when did you first become aware of white? 

12. What hal[)pf:ned to about this awareness in 

13. you tell me about other times when you were aware of 

about these 

14. What difference did it make white rather than black? 

Interview Two 

Last time you told me about ... a 

1. Could you tell me a bit more about what it felt like for your to be a 

Last time you told me about ... a 

tell me a bit more about .... ? 

white? Could you tell me a bit more 

2. Could you tell me me a bit more about what it feels like for you to me a man? 

3. What does it mean to you to be a man in South Africa 

4. What difference does it make a man rather than a woman? 

5. Is a man in South Africa different to a man 

Last time you told me about... 

6. Could you tell me a bit more about what it felt like for you to be white 

7. How would you define 

If white: 

8. Could you tell me a bit more about what it feels like for you to be white in South Africa 

9. What difference does it make white rather than black? 

v 
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If not white: 

10. What is it, from your pvr,,,,,.,.,n,'., that makes you not define 

- Interview one and two 

• You mentioned [ ~u.]. Could you tell me a bit more about [ ... ou] 

¢ 

¢ School 
¢ Relaticlflshtips: with 
¢ Work 
¢ Sex 

with with with other 

vi 

as white? 
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APPENDIX 6 

Ad:apt:aU(]ID of 

Interview QuestioTIS 

1 

2 

Pv, .... "' ... d Model 

Central Research 'VU'''''''.VIl 

\.lU''''''lUIi 1 '-JU"""'.VII 2 

Interview UuestlOfIS 

vii 

U'U,",'''.VIl 3 

Interview 

7 
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APPENDIX 7 • CODES 

Round one - Ouestion codes 

BAB lnt 1 
BAM lnt 1 
BW lnt 1 
DEFSELF lnt 2 
DIFFBG lnt 1 
DIFFBWNOW lnt 2 
DIFFBWPAST lnt 1 
DIFFMAN-NOWAPT lnt 2 
DIFFMW Int 2 
FEELBOY Int 2 
FEELMAN lnt 2 
FEELWHlTEAPT lnt 2 
FEELWHITENOW lnt 2 
MEANMAN lnt 2 
MST lnt 1 
NOTWHlTE lnt 2 
RFLECT 

Round two - Theoretical codes 

SEX 
SPORT 
WORK 
SCHOOL 
CHILDREN 
FATHER 
MOTHER 
BROTHER 
SISTER 
FRIENDS 

Round 3-

TRAVEL 
UNI 
MAID 
PERSWORK 

codes 

05 and 06 
09 and 010 

- 013 
07 

08 
014 
05 
04 
01 
02 
06 

03 

010 

viii 
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APPENDIX 8 - PROFILES 

Adam 
33 years old 
South African 
Afrikaans 

TIME OF 

Grew up in small town in Free State 
educated 
in NGD sector 

Has a long term 
1 older 
1 younger 
No children 

Andrew 
29 years old 
Zimbabwean 

not married 

Has South Africa ID document but does not 

Grew up in Zimbabwe 
,"",pr'OlTV educated in South Africa 

Married 
1 older 
1 older 
No children 

29 years old 
South African 

No children 

Carl 
29 years old 
South African 
Afrikaans 

in medical sector 

in sector 

Grew up in small town in Western 
Inn,,,,..,,tv educated 

Married 
1 brother 
2 children 

David 

Afrikaans 

in sector 

but identifies as being 

Grew up in small town in Western 
n,,,'pr'''''' educated 

in 

ix 

as South African but as British in South Africa 

of the world 
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Married 
3 younger sisters 
1 child 

37 years old 

Married 
2 1 
No children 

Mark 
27 years old 
South African 

1 younger 

~_.,.~".,.., elmnlmlmc~nt_ in sector 

No children 

x 
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APPENDIX 9 ·LIFELINES 
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APPENDIX 9.1 

Adam - Lifeline 
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o 3 5 11 13 18 19 21 

Pre School gap 
VP':!U" 

24 25 

cr 

Name 

:>-
1:1 
Q. 

:il 
:$J 

!: 
;> 
e-
I'D 

Business 
Owner 

:>-
~ 
~ 
Z 
t::' -:.< 
>.e 
N 

29 
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APPENDIX 9. 3 

- Lifeline 

'" .... 
(I.) 

00 
<IS 

::E 
~ 
::r: -. 
,..;.: .. 
0 

~ 

<: 
IZ! 
;:l 

~ 
0 
~ 

School 

School 

JHB- School 

u •. no,""',1L\O 1975 
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birth ueT 
school school 

met Natalie 

year go to 
ucr UK 

back from 
UK 
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APPENDIX 9.5 

David • Lifeline 
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o 

1. Cor 
2. Mum - Homework 
3. Knife 
4. "I will kill 
5. "I must be 
6. Jamu & ....... ;'ULLUl 

7. 
8. 
9. L. Forum 
10. SA return 
11. Phisa 
12. 

9 18 27 37 
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APPENDIX 9.7 

Mark - Lifeline Newjob- DM 

Intense 

Back to 

back to 
with South Africa 

Move toCT 

about culture 

Transformation 

Decision H."' .... "",:. 




